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A bstract

We study the Navier-Stokes equation forced by white in time stochastic noise con

structed as the weighted, infinite sum of standard Brownian motions. Using mar

tingale and function-analytic techniques, we prove results characterizing the almost 

sure and expected time evolution of the energy, enstrophy, and higher Sobolev norms. 

In particular, we show how various norms regularize in time and obtain control over 

the time needed for their time averages to approach their mean values. Using these 

results, we make precise the idea that the longterm behavior can be described by a 

system with only a finite number of Fourier modes. This result derives from estimates 

on the contractive nature of the dynamics. At high enough viscosity these estimates 

are used to prove the existence of a distinguished, stationary solution, depending only 

on the noise realization, to which other solutions, staring from arbitrary initial data, 

are attracted. We discuss how this relates to the idea of a random attractor for a ran

dom dynamical system. We also prove that if the forcing is sufficiently smooth then 

the spatial Fourier modes are exponentially decaying as a function of wave number.

in
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C hapter 1

Introduction

1.1 T he W hy

The topic is the stochastically forced, two-dimensional, incompressible Navier-Stokes 

equations in the case of zero mean flow. Our motivation is threefold.

Firstly, the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation is the object of much atten

tion in the scientific literature, frequently used as a model in investigations ranging 

from geophysics to plasma physics. The addition of stochastic forcing, also common, 

usually stems from two considerations. In the first, the base model is too complicated 

or the scales too disparate to include all the players faithfully. The neglected elements 

are often replaced by stochastic forces as an improvement over completely neglecting 

them. For instance one might argue, to a first approximation, that this is a reasonable 

model for the air flow in the earth’s atmosphere. The scale separations are so large 

that some approximations are necessitated. The second justification often invoked is 

that random forcing is a reasonable starting point. If it cannot be mastered, more 

complicated non-autonomous systems are hopeless. Forcing the system randomly can 

also be seen as a way to “probe” the system and understand its out-of-equilibrium 

behavior. This is the motivation in the theory of turbulence and is related to Kol-

1
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mogorov’s approach to the subject (see [Kol41]). In any case, it is certainly true 

that randomly forced models are increasingly promoted in the literature to adjudi

cate various issues. However, these models are useful only if they can be analyzed 

fairly completely; if only to decide, they are not pertinent to the questions at hand.

Secondly, the Navier-Stokes equations are a reasonable example of a dissipative, 

nonlinear, stochastic PDE to use to explore the subject in general; certainly not 

too easy, maybe not too hard. For an overview of stochastic PDEs see [CR98]. 

Stochastically forced PDEs have been proposed in a number of settings, such as the 

KPZ equation [God92] and random media [FW96, Fun92]. In fact, in parallel with the 

investigations we will discuss here, the author is also conducting explorations, similar 

in spirit, on a scalar reaction-diffusion equation. Though the extensions are still at 

a preliminary stage and not ready for public airing, it is important to observe that 

many of the approaches contained in the following rely on the dissipative nature of 

the PDE and are therefore true in a more general setting. The detailed calculations 

would vary from PDE to PDE, but the general arc of the argument is likely to 

remain relatively constant. This is not surprising since in the deterministic setting 

there exist abstract theories concerning attractors which apply to large classes of 

dissipative PDEs (see [Hen81, Tem95, BV92, CFNT89]). It is also worth noting that 

this literature might better be termed “autonomous” rather than “deterministic”. 

Usually when external forces are considered, they are taken to be time independent 

body forcing. A relevant exception to this is [Vis92].t Since many of our results, 

especially the high/low splitting and contraction results, are obtained noise realization 

by noise realization, they apply equally to appropriate deterministic forcing. In any 

case, the reader not interested in the stochastic Navier-Stokes equations per se but 

in more general dissipative equations or in deterministic forcing is encouraged to 

continue nonetheless.
*1 do not mean to imply there are not others.

2
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Lastly, stochastic influences are increasingly included in models. The traditional 

probabilistic approach is rather static: interested in expectations, PDFs, or time inde

pendent probabilities. In this work, we try to take a more dynamic approach, seeking 

to understanding the longer term behavior by analyzing the alm ost sure dynamics 

of specific trajectories, especially how their behavior depends (or hopefully does not 

depend) on the initial data. Such issues are increasingly addressed in the literature, 

see [Bax92, CF94] to name two. Hence, this work can be seen in the greater context 

of approaches to randomly forced dynamical systems.

1.2 T he H ow  and th e  W hat

The main results come in three groups. The first describes the moments of the 

energy, enstrophy, and higher Sobolev norms. We give bounds on their evolution and 

conditions under which they become finite after starting the system with less regular 

initial data. Here the methods are mainly stochastic analysis coupled with functional 

analysis applied to the equations governing the expected values of the norms. These 

results are essentially contained in chapter 3, though some conclusions are postponed 

until chapters 4 and 5 when the setting is better established.

The second set of results deals with the long term behavior and how it might be 

represented in a dynamic fashion. We set the stage in chapter 5, briefly discussing 

the concept of an attractor in a random system. Moving to more specific results, 

chapter 6 describes how at high viscosity the system possesses a unique asymptotic 

solution to which all solutions track. The techniques used to prove these results are 

noise realization by noise realization. They rely on the averaging results of chapter 4 

to connect with the energy bounds proved in chapter 3. In chapter 6, we also show 

that at any viscosity a similar result holds for the high Fourier modes. That is, given 

a low mode trajectory, there exists a unique high mode solution which the system

3
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tracks.

We close with a result showing that if the forcing is sufficiently smooth then the 

system has exponentially decaying spatial Fourier spectrum. This is the adaptation to 

the stochastic/forced setting of sim ilar results in the autonomous setting (see [DT95, 

FT89, Kre88, L097]). Although, not used in the the rest of the discussion, it will 

be important to future results. Heuristically, it shows that the system settles into 

a “very compact” set. We use two slightly different approaches to obtain the decay 

result. One is very closely related to the analysis in [L097]. The other though still 

related to [DT95, FT89, Kre88, L097], employs a multi-scale decomposition of the

j nonlinearity not used in the other works.
1|
i

i 1.3 G reater C ontext
i
j
i

j Before beginning our discussion, it is perhaps useful to situate these results relative to

i what has come before. Given the size of the physics literature on stochastically forced
I
| fluid equations, this would be difficult even for someone with intimate knowledge of
i

! the literature. For the author, it is impossible. Nonetheless, we will try to describe

! some of the existing rigorous mathematical results and the author’s understanding of

their relation to this work.

In one of the earliest mathematical papers on the stochastically forced 2D Navier- 

Stokes equations, Bensoussan and Temam [BT73] proved the existence of a solution. 

Since then various authors have addressed different aspects of the problem. In the 

context of “statistical solution” pioneered by Foia§ (see [Foi72]), Vishik and Fursikov 

[VF88] discuss the associated Kolmogorov equations for the probability densities and 

derive some energy inequalities for the expectations of weak solutions. They do not 

address the martingale issues and hence seem to be limited to deriving inequalities as 

the limit points of Galerkin approximations. Our story begins to a large degree with

4
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Flandoli’s proof of the existence of an invariant measure [Fla94]. We use this result 

a number of times, but more importantly its point of view is the most-in-line with 

that presented here. He obtains a result uniform in the initial data by analyzing the 

almost sure behavior of a given, typical trajectory. This “dynamical” approach is the 

one adopted here. Some of the ideas used here were inspired by those contained in 

[EMSK98] which stemmed from an investigation whose start predates this one.

Flandoli and Maslowski [FM95] proved, under some assumptions, the uniqueness 

of the invariant measure. However the requirements are quite restrictive in that the 

forcing must not be too smooth.* Their result is quite difficult and obtains uniqueness 

by proving that the associated Markov semi-group satisfies a modified strong Feller 

and irreducibility condition. This is a stringent condition in the infinite  dimensional 

setting. Though Ferrario weakens the lower bound in [Fer97], it is not clear that it can 

be removed from this method. In chapter 6, as a corollary of a broader theorem, we 

obtain the uniqueness of the invariant measure, but only in the case of high viscosity. 

This is also a bit restrictive, especially given that turbulence theory is concerned 

with low viscosity.* The remainder of chapter 6 shows in what sense the system is 

finite dimensional. In particular, it shows that the state of the system is completely 

specified by an infinite history of a finite collection of “lower” modes. At some level 

this is still an infinite number of degrees of freedom. However, as the effect of the 

past on the present state decays exponentially with time, it is close to finite in some 

sense.

The last chapter presents two different proofs showing the exponential decay of the 

spatial Fourier spectrum when the forcing is sufficiently smooth is space. One proof 

hinges on a multi-scale decomposition of the nonlinearity. At present, it does not

*Precisely, the domain of (—A ) i  must be densely embedded in the range of the forcing. If the 
forcing is as described on p. 13, this means that |<rn| >  cni.

*A helpful referee pointed out that a similar result is found in[Sch96|. In [Sch96] the forcing 
is multiplicative, not additive, and the packaging and methods are different. Yet, the fundamental 
base facts which are exploited seem to be the same.

5
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produce superior results to more standard methods; however, it has more flexibility 

and may still prove useful in other settings. The other proof is related to the technique 

used by Levermore and Oliver in an exploration of the “great lake equations” [L097]. 

Though their setting was deterministic, the method seems to be particularly well 

suited to the stochastic setting as it elegantly sidesteps the use of a nonlinear Gronwall 

estimate which many related methods use.

6
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Chapter 2 

The Setting

2.1 T h e N avier-Stokes E quations

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations describe the evolution of an incompress

ible fluid. They are most frequently written in terms of the velocity field at each 

point in space. We restrict our discussion to the case of two spatial dimensions.

Velocity is a vector quantity so we need two components. We write u(x, £) = 

(tt(1*(x,£),u(2)(x, £)) with x =  (xu x2) £ R2. Along with the velocity, we need the 

pressure P(x, £), a forcing function /(x , £) = ( / (1)(x, £), / (2)(x, £)), and two constants: 

the fluid density p and kinem atic  viscosity u. In these variables, the evolution of the 

velocity fields is given by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

the full Navier-Stokes equations (see [LL59] section 15). However, it is sufficiently

for i = 1,2, and the incompressibility constraint ^ 0. For simplicity,

we will take the density p to be 1. In fact, (2.1) is already a simplified form of

complicated to occupy us for many pages. We will usually write (2.1) in vector

7
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notation because it is more compact (not because it is clearer). Explicitly mentioning 

the initial conditions, we inch towards a mathematically complete statement of our 

problem:

-  t/Au(x, t) +  (u(x, t ) - V)tt(x, t) = /(x , t) -  V P(x, t) (2.2)
at

V • u(z, t) =  0

u(x, 0) =  u q ( x )

We will consider both periodic and connected, bounded domains. For simplicity, we 

will take the periodic dom ain to be T2 =  [0 ,27r] x  [0, 27t]. On bounded domains 

U C R2, we assume the boundary is C°°. When a boundary exists, we will consider 

only no-slip boundary conditions, that is to say u(x,t) =  0  for x =  (xx,X2 ) E dU. 

All of our results will hold on T2. Though many of our results will also be proven 

on a bounded domain, from time to time we will specialize to the torus to simplify 

the exposition or to make explicit calculations which are difficult or impossible on a 

general domain. We will consider a few different forms of (2.2). Each will be suited 

to exploring different aspects. Before describing them, we need to make our setting 

a little bit more precise.

2.2 The Spaces

The 2D Navier-Stokes equations have as their phase space the space of square in- 

tegrable vector fields which are divergence free and satisfy the boundary conditions 

when present. We will further restrict ourselves to flows which are mean zero. More 

formally, denote by V the space of all C°°, divergence free, mean zero vector fields 

on X satisfying the boundary conditions, if present. Here X is a stand-in for our 

domain, either T2 or U. Then let L2 be the closure of V in L2(X) x L2(X). We use

8
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(u, v)j 2 = J  u(x)v(x)dx to denote the standard L2 inner product on the space L2 and 

|u |L2 the associated norm. To help characterize the spatial smoothness of solutions, 

we define BP =  L2 D Ha(X) x H S(X), where the #*(X) are the standard Sobolev 

spaces on the domain.* L2 should be thought of as “L2 in our setting” and EP as the 

“s-th Sobolev space in our setting.”

2.3 T he Linear P art

In all forms, the Navier-Stokes equations consist essentially of a linear term, a non

linear term, and a forcing term. Depending on the form and setting, the terms will 

have slightly different structure. Since our boundary conditions range from simple to 

non-existent, our difficulties will arise from the non linear term*. Nonetheless, we take 

a moment to highlight the needed facts concerning the linear term.

In its simplest form, the linear term consists of the negative Laplacian, (—A). 

As it is a positive, self-adjoint operator on with discrete spectrum, we know it has a 

complete eigenbasis with positive eigenvalues. On a periodic domain of T2 =  [0,2ir] x 

[0, 27t], the standard Fourier basis, eaetKX of L2{T2) x L2(T2) forms a convenient 

eigenbasis for (—A). Here, x = (x i ,x 2) G T2 and k = (ki,K2 ) €  Z2. e\ =  (1,0) 

and i i  =  (0,1) are the standard Euclidean basis vectors in R2.. The corresponding 

eigenvalues are |/c|2. On a bounded, irregular domain things axe not as simple, and 

the standard complex exponentials are less useful. One should be careful to keep the 

indexing set straight. Above we used a multi index on Z2, usually we will use a linear 

ordering on Z+. This is because on a bounded domain there is not the same natural 

structure as on the torus. We will comment more on this below.

Most frequently, we will use a version of (2.2) which has been projected onto the

*£Ta(X) contains the square integrable functions which have square integrable s-th order deriva
tives (see [Ada75]).

*With complicated enough boundary conditions, even the linear Stokes equation (Navier-Stokes 
without the nonlinearity) becomes a worthy adversary.

9
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space of divergence-free vector fields. To obtain this equation, we need to apply 

to each term of the equation, where is the projection of u onto the space of

divergence-free vector fields.* For the linear term, this leads to A2 =  P<fi,,(—A). A2 

will be defined this way in both the periodic and bounded domain setting. We will 

consider it as an operator on the space L2 defined in the previous section. For both 

types of domain, A2 is a self-adjoint, positive operator. As before, this guarantees the 

existence for an eigenbasis with positive eigenvalues, denoted respectively by {e*} and 

A* with k 6 Z+. One can also show (see [CF88] chapter 4) that 0 < At < A2 < - • - 

and lim A * =  oo.
k—*oo

We can define fractional powers of A2, in particular A itself, by means of the

eigenbasis. For a  € R, we set A ^ u  = ^  A£(u, ek)i?ek-
kez+

The choice of an eigenbasis is not unique. In fact, one is free to choose either 

a real or a complex basis. The choice determines in what space the components 

Uk =  (u, efc) L2 live. In general, this level of detail is not pertinent to our discourse. 

In the last chapter, when we perform some detailed calculations on the torus, we will 

make our setting precise. Until that time, we will let G be the space in which the 

coefficients in the eigen-expansion live. That is either R x R o r C x C  In either case, 

if a, 6 € G, then a • b is their inner product. Thus the calculation (u, aefc)L2 would 

yield u* • a. We leave the reader the luxury of thinking in terms of her favorite basis 

on her favorite domain.

It should be noted that on T2, the {e*} are not the standard Fourier basis. The 

standard Fourier exponentials are not a basis for the divergence free functions. Also 

in the periodic case “A* ^  |fc|” as one might be tempted to think. First of all, the 

k on the left hand side is in Z+ whereas the k on the right hand side is in Z2. The 

confusion is understandable. The two are not unrelated; in fact, with the proper 

choice of {efc} they are the same set with just a different indexing scheme. We take

 ̂Often referred to as Leray’s projector.

10
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a moment to write out the relation explicitly.

We will use k for the index in Z+ and k =  («i, *2 ) for the multi-index in Z2. In 

Fourier space, the projector can be written as

('-5)
where I  is the square identity matrix and kk is the matrix with elements KiKj. This 

Fourier multiplier acts on the K-th Fourier mode uK E C x C to make the composite 

function divergence free. In this notation, we have the following complete set of 

eigenvectors and their corresponding eigenvalues:

*** A*,a =  |k|2 (2.3)

Here a  =  1,2. To arrive at the eigenvectors and eigenvalues indexed by k E Z+, we 

need to map the (k, a) E Z2 x {1,2} pairs to k E Z+ is such a way that the A* are 

non-decreasing. This mapping is not unique, but clearly possible. For the remainder 

of our discussion, we will always use k to index the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 

Sometimes k will be a multi-index in Z2, usually it will be in Z+. When it is a 

multi-index we will bring it to the reader's attention.

2 .4  The Forcing

We will consider forcing which is “white in time.” In other words, the values at two 

different moments are independent. This implies that the forcing has infinite first 

variation. Hence our forcing is an idealization, as no real physical process would have 

infinite first variation. But if the process oscillates a lot then it is not a bad ap

proximation. However, we make this assumption mainly because it is mathematically 

useful and only moderately expedient.

11
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In the long run, the “white in time” assumption will simplify things. However, in 

the short term it means we must abandon our standard differential calculus. Because 

our forcing has infinite first variation, a standard differential equation does not make 

sense. Another way to express “white in time” is to say that we want /  to be a “white 

noise process” in time. It is possible to make sense of “white noise” as an object in its 

own right; however, we take a slightly different approach which sidesteps this issue.

“White noise” can be thought of as the time derivative of a Brownian motion W,
dW dWsymbolically /  =  “white noise” =  —r—. Hence, “fd t  = ——dt = d W ” We chose givedt dt

meaning to integration against the differential “dW” directly.

If we rewrite (2.2) as an integral equation, we can make sense of “J /(x , t)dt = 
rdW  ,
I . The integral can not be a standard Lebesgue or Riemann integral because

our forcing has infinite first variation. Thus, we must use a different formulation of 

the integral. There is more that one choice in this respect, each with its own benefits. 

In the end, they are essentially equivalent in that each can be re-expressed as the 

others. We choose to use the ltd stochastic integral. This has the benefit of m aking  

the integral a martingale, at the expense of forcing us to revise the rules of calculus 

manipulation.

Though our formulae will only truly make sense in the integral equation form, we 

will often write our equations in differential form. This is done partially because we 

are creatures of habit, reared in differential calculus, and partially because the rules 

of manipulation are compact in a differential form.

More specifically, we will take the integral of our forcing to be an infinite dimen

sional Brownian motion in L2, denoted by W(t). In the differential form this means 

that “fd t  =  dW{t).n Using Brownian motion as the integral of our forcing is quite 

natural. In fact, by Levy’s theorem, any continuous process with independent, mean 

zero increments is in fact a Brownian motion provided that its variance is constant, 

in time. By independent increments, we mean that for t > If > f", W{t) — W{t?) is

12
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independent of W(t?) — W(t"). This is another way of stating the “white in time” 

assumption.

More precisely, we take dW(t) to be the Ito differential of an infinite dimensional 

Brownian motion in L2. We take (fi, fft,P,0t) as our underlying probability space.

For clarity, we will generally take to be { uj = {/?*}o° € C(R, G)N | 0 i(O )  =  0 V i £ N}

with P taken to be the product of two-sided Wiener measures.* Recall that G was 

either R or C depending on whether the eigenbasis of A2 was real or complex. The 7 t 

is the filtration of cr-algebras to which the /Vs are adapted.* Qt is the induced ergodic 

group of P-preserving shifts on Q. given by (0(t)cj)(s) = u j ( s  4-1) — uj(t). Often, for 

notational clarity, we will write 9t instead of 9(t).

For simpUcity, we will consider W (£, u j ) of the form

W ( t ) - £ o * e t f t ( t )  ( £  (-00,00). (2.4)
fc# 0

Here the 0k are the independent G-valued standard Brownian Motions which are the 

components of uj. The coefficients 0 * € G. By using e* in the construction of W(t), it 

is guaranteed to be divergence-free. We could consider W (t , u j ) =  Guj  were G  is some 

Hilbert,-Schmidt, operator from Q into L2 (See [DPZ92, Fla94]). The extension to this 

case is straight forward once the above case is analyzed but leads to less transparent 

formuli.
*By two-sided Wiener measure, we mean the measure corresponding to a standard Brownian 

Motion in G  starting at zero at time zero and r u n n in g  forward in time and another standard Brownian 
Motion in G  starting at zero at time zero and ru n n in g  backwards in time.

*For some space X , f( t ,  a/) —► X  is adapted to a filtration of cr-algebras 7 t on ft if for each t the 
map u j  >-* /(£ , u j )  is measurable with respect to 3V If one th in k s  of the 7 t as the information which 
revels itself in time, then adaptivity just means that at t im e  t  it only knows about the past. There 
are some subtleties about the end point but th i s  will not be important to our discussion.

13
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2.5 P ro jectin g  D ow n

Keeping the pressure and the divergence-free condition explicit in the analysis is 

often cumbersome. Switching from velocity to vorticity as the dynamic variable is 

one method to eliminate them. It will be explored in a latter section. However, the 

most direct way maybe to project the velocity equations onto the space of divergence- 

free vector fields. Since P<fi„V<7 =  0 for any g, the pressure drops out. Essentially, 

V P can be understood as a Lagrange multiplier which enforces the divergence-free 

condition. Its effect can be captured by restricting ourselves to solutions living in 

a divergence free space. So by incorporating the divergence-free condition into the 

state space, we eliminate the need for including the pressure term when studying 

the dynamics. Projecting onto L2, we can rewrite (2.2) as an abstract Ito stochastic 

differential equation on L2. This will be a mathematically complete formulation of 

our problem which we will refer to as the stochastic Navier-Stokes equation (SNS). It 

subsequent chapters, it will be our main object of study. After projecting, we obtain

du(t; £o, uo) =  {—vA2u — B{u, u ) }dt -f dW (£) (2-5)

u(*o; t0, uq) =  tto € L2

Here u(£; t0, uo) is the value at time £ of a solution which started from an initial 

condition uo at time £o- B(v,w) =  P div(v * V)w  and A2u =  —P ^ A u  are respectively 

the projection of the bilinear term and the linear terms onto L2. As mentioned in 

the previous section, we will denote by {e^kez  a complete eigenbasis of A2 in L2 

with corresponding eigenvalues A*. Notice that BP =  D(A*) flL2, where D(A3) is the 

domain of the operator A*.

14
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2.6 T he E nergy

The SNS (equation (2.5)) is an infinite dimensional system. Nonetheless, a great deal 

can be said about the system using a few well chosen, one dimensional variables. 

Of these the energy is arguably the most important, or at least the second most 

important. Since we have taken our fluid density to be one, the energy, or more 

precisely, the kinetic energy of the fluid is just one half the square of the magnitude 

of the velocity field integrated over the whole domain. A moment’s reflection and 

one recognizes this as one-half the L2-norm of the velocity field. Since the factor of 

one half is of little consequence for the theoretical discussion to follow, we neglect it.* 

Hence we define

ENERGY =  |u |l2 -

Let us compute the expected energy of the increments of our forcing W{t). Direct

calculation produces, E| W[t) — W(0)|l2 =  This seems to imply that the
k

energy imparted by the forcing to the system per unit time is yVjj:. What units does
k

this ascribe to the cr’s ? We take a moment to explore this question.

Despite being a little cavalier with constants, it is useful to keep in mind what 

units various quantities have. It helps to lend physical intuition to abstract equations. 

The meaning of the velocity field and pressure is rather clear. The “forcing” is worth 

a moments reflection. In particular, we look to give meaning to the a's.

We will use the notation: [T] =  units of time, [L] =  units of length, [M] = 

units of mass, [V] =  [L]2 =  units of volume, and lastly [E] — = units of energy.

In general, [X] will denote the units of the variable X . We have to be a little careful 

as we have set a number of constants to one in our formulation, thereby hiding the

t lf  this work should become important for building airplanes and boats or somewhere where 
the factor of one-half would matter, it is likely that the author could be convinced to rewrite this 
treatise accounting for the missing factors.

15
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true units of various terms. For clarity, just for a moment, let us rewrite (2.5) with 

all of the constants. Looking back at (2.2), we find

pdu(t; Vo) = {— pvb?u — pB(u, u)}dt +  pdW (t) . (2.6)

Recall that p was the density. Equation (2.6) is essentially the momentum balance 

in the system (given that we have projected to the space of divergence-free vector 

fields). Earlier when we defined the energy as the L2-norm, we were working in the 

setting with p =  1. Since for the moment, we are keeping track of dimensions, it 

is good to remember that the energy is truly p times the L2-norm. Thus we can 

write [E\ = [p\[V\[uf. From (2.5) we see, [dv\ =  [u] = [dW\ =  [crfc<i/?fc(t)]. The Ito 

differentials “dW(t)” and ud0k(t)n are strange beasts. Formally [{dW)2\ =  [T], so 

[dW] = [d0k\ = [T]5. This implies that [o*] =  This should send up a red

flag. “Time to the one-half power ? What does that mean ?” What it means that 

somehow the “regular differentials” and the “Ito differentials” have different valuer. 

In this discussion on units, it means is that if we arrive at a physically relevant 

quantity that has cr’s to an odd power, then something is fishy.

Above we found that the energy input of the forcing per unit time was
k

This had better have units of j ||.  Again the fact that we have neglected the p might

cause a little confusion. Just as energy of the velocity field is truly p|u|£a the energy
| W it) — W(0)|l*imparted by W  per unit time is p-— —------—- —. To further complicate things the

spatial integration in the L2-norm introduces a unit of volume which we also do not
I W (t) — W(0)|l2acknowledge in our notation. So when we say p------------------------  p ^ j j \  there is a

1 k

hidden constant with units of volume. Thus p ^ & l  has units [p][V'][cr̂ ]. Substituting
k

in for [crjfe], we obtain =  | | |  just as it should.
k

The entire motivation for this foray into dimensional analysis is to understand

16
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the structure of the forcing, to give meaning to We summarize. Since we are
k

suppressing p, by choosing it to be one, should be understood as energy flow
k

per unit time. We will have more to say on this later. In the future, we will use the 

short hand £o for y V f .
k

2.7  T he V orticity  E quation  and th e  E nstrophy

Like the local fluid velocity it, the local angular velocity is also an important physical 

variable which characterizes the state of the system. The standard measure of this 

is the VORTICITY. It is traditional to use u j  to denote the vorticity. However, in 

the author’s heart, u j  can only be an element of the probability space Q, so we will 

use w to represent vorticity. The vorticity is defined as the curl of the local velocity 

field; w = V x iz. In terms of the vorticity, the nonlinearity (u • V)it can be written 

w ■ Vu  — u - \7w .

Since the curl of any gradient is zero, the pressure drops out of the equation. Also 

mercifully, in two d im ensions the vorticity is only a scalar. Thus, the first term in the 

nonlinearity vanishes leaving only u • Vu;. This is a huge windfall in two dimensions. 

It is this second term, the “vortex stretching term”, which causes much of the trouble

in three dim ensions.
T j. . du(2)(xi,x2,0  du(l)(x!,x2,t) LIn two dimensions, vorticity is simply w = -------     , where

O X  i  O X  2
for a moment we have made the spatial dependence explicit. Taking the curl of (2.2), 

produces

+  Y  t)9^  =  t) + {2 7)
O t  j*—1^2 u X j  <JX\ 0 X 2

17
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Again, for compactness, this can be written in vector notation as

^  +  (n(x, t ) • V )w (x , t) =  i/Aiu +  V x /(x , £) (2.8)

By inverting u =  V x w, u can be determined from w. If we use stochastic forcing of 

the form introduced before, we have the following ltd stochastic differential equation

dw(x, t ) +  (u(x, t ) • V)u/(x, t)dt = uAwdt 4- dW(t) (2.9)

Again, W(t) is a infinite dimensional Wiener process taking values in L2(T2) or L2(U) 

depending on the setting. It is not the same as the W(t) from the previous section, 

nor is it unrelated. The connection is explored in the next section.

Just as the energy is the square for the velocity integrated over the physical 

domain, we can define the e n s t r o p h y  as the square of the vorticity integrated over 

the physical domain. In other words, the L2-norm of vorticity, Mi?-

In an incompressible fluid with periodic or no-slip boundary conditions, the en

strophy |u/|£2 exactly equals the H1 -norm of the velocity field lAu^a (see [DG95] p. 

17). We will see from the energy estimates of the next chapter that |Au|l2 is propor

tional to the energy dissipation rate. Thus, the enstrophy gives important information 

about what is happening physically in the fluid.

In the 2D periodic case, the situation is even better. Enstrophy is elevated to 

the same stature as energy. Both are constants of motion for the 2D periodic Euler 

equations, the Navier-Stokes with u equal to zero*. If we take the standard exponential 

Fourier basis of /^(T2), we can write equations for the evolution of each Fourier

^Taking u to zero is a non-trivial limit- The relations between solutions of the Euler and Navier- 
Stokes equations, even without random forcing, is a topic of current research.
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coefficient of vorticity wK(t), k €  Z2 as

dwK(x, t) — -u\K\2wKdt +  ^ 2  T(l, l')wiwvdt + &Kd(3(t)K . (2.10)
l+l'=KWez3

K - /"*"The interaction kernel T is given by T(l, /') = . By we mean (—12, h). Again
rl

the /?«(£) are independent standard Brownian motions, in this case complex, and the 

(Tjt’s are fixed complex numbers subject to aK =  d_*. This last condition makes 

the forcing real valued in the physical space. In fact, we can choose the {/?*} to be 

the same as those used for the velocity forcing. The correspondence between these 

different points of view are explored in the next section.

2.8 A  U nified  Forcing Term

In this section, we show how to build the forcing in the periodic setting so that one 

can readily switch between the velocity and vorticity representations while all the 

time discussing the same realization of the forcing.

Since we are on T2, we will use the standard Fourier exponentials as our basis. 

Notice that we index by the set Z2 rather than Z as we often have done previously. 

We begin by constructing a potential function, often called a steam function in fluid 

mechanics. It is well known that the space of vector fields is the disjoint sum of 

the divergence-free vector fields and those which are the gradient of a scalar field.* 

Hence,the divergence free vector fields are the image of the scalar vector fields under 

the gradient-perpendicular Vx, the operator orthogonal to the gradient. In two di

mensions, Vx =  (— We take a random potential function of the

tThis is often called Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition. See [CF88], proposition 1.9 or [CM93] 
p.36 .
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form

*(1, u) = (2.11)
k€Z}

This gives rise to a forcing for the velocity equation (2.5) of the form (written in Ito 

notation)

dW = ^  a J  ~1Kl I e**d0K(t) (2.12)
*€Z2 \ iKi I

Direct calculation verifies that this vector field is divergence-free as promised. Pre

viously we had written dW  =  y  crKeKd0K(t). If we normalize the basis in (2.12) we
*ez2

see that aK = \k\<jk. Since the forcing in the vorticity equation was the curl of the

forcing in the velocity equation, we see that dW  =  V x =  Ad\&. Hence,

dW  =  5 3  = J 2  l»l2 . (2.13)
«ez2 «ez2

In summary, we have shown that on the torus if we use the standard exponential 

basis to construct a random potential function, we can easily switch from the velocity 

to the vorticity representation.

2 .9  T he A u xiliary  Linear P rocess and  

Its R em ainder

It is often useful to decompose the solution u of the SNS ( equation (2.5) ) into the 

solution of an associated linear equation and equation for the remainder. This tack 

has been used frequently in dissipative stochastic PDEs, ranging from Navier-Stokes 

to reaction diffusion equations to the Cahn-Allen equation, to prove the existence
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and uniqueness of solutions as well as properties of the solutions. For examples see 

[BT73, FM95, Fla94, Fer97, DPD96, CF94, DPZ96, Cer98]. Sphtting u(t) is helpful 

on two fronts. The equation for the remainder is usually a standard PDE with 

random coefficients. Since it is this equation which contains the non-linearity, having 

a standard PDE as opposed to an ltd differential equation can simplify analysis and 

allow one to borrow wholesale techniques from the deterministic literature.

Secondly, this sphtting is useful as a method to remove the dependence on initial 

conditions from the analysis of the long term dynamics. Usually the linear equation 

can be defined for all time; hence, solutions starting from different initial conditions 

or different starting times can all share the same linear solution for a given noise 

realization. If the sphtting in two can be performed in such a way that the remainder 

equation is contracting in phase space then one can prove results uniform in the 

initial conditions. This is precisely how Flandoh proved his compactness result given 

in theorem 5.1. See [CF94, BCF93, CDF97] for other examples. It should be said 

that this approach has been “useful” to prove theorems, any relevance to the physics 

is questionable. In particular, we are not saying that the linear part captures the 

typical or average behavior, simply that it has proven a quite useful construction to 

extract results.

The following family of splitting into a linear stochastic equation and a non-linear 

remainder will be useful from time to time. For a fixed a  E [0, oo), consider the linear 

Omstein-Uhlenbeck equation

dza{t) +  (A2 +  a)za{t)dt =  dW(t) (2.14)

Let va be the difference u — za. va satisfies the equation

+  A2ua(t) +  B(va(t) + za(t),va(t) +  za(t)) =  aza(t) (2.15)at
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In existence and uniqueness investigations, a is usually taken to be zero. However, 

when investigating the long term behavior, a can be used to decrease the expected 

size of za. If za is on average sufficiently small B{va +  zai va +  zQ) often behaves like 

a perturbation of B(va, va). Hence, if the generic system

fifr
—  + A 2x(t) +  B(x(t),x(t)) = /( t)

has some property, say an absorbing ball for arbitrary “nice” / ,  then it is likely that 

property will'carry over to v.

2.10 E xisten ce and U niqueness R esu lts

To discuss the existence and uniqueness theorems for the SNS equation, we need to 

be more specific about the spatial regularity of the forcing noise. As is common in 

dimensions greater than one, we are not free to take space time white noise, even if 

we allow weak solutions. We are required to impose a modicum of spatial regularity.

Our interest is in solutions which solve the SNS integral equation in the strong 

sense. By this we mean a solutions u(t) : [to, T] —*• L2 must satisfy

u(t) =  J  ^A 2u(s)B(u(s),u(s))jds =  uq +  W(t) — W(to) (2.16) 

u o 6 L 2 (2.17)

for any t for almost every ui. That is to say, our solutions solve integral the equations 

pathwise.

As will be explained in the next theorem, a sufficient condition for a unique strong 

solution to exist is the following^
tRecall, that the A* are the eigenvalues of A3. A2 should be thought of as “the Laplacian in our 

setting.” See section 2.3.
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Condition 2 .1 . (Minimum Noise Decay)

X  la *l2Afc < 0 0
k

This condition is natural for it makes W{-) a Brownian motion with values in Ha 

([Kun90] [DPZ92]). By the Sobolev embedding theorem, this is the marginal space to 

be continuously embedded in L4 x L4 as is required of the forcing in the deterministic 

theory. Henceforth, we require that W(t)  satisfy condition 2.1.

Just as in the deterministic Navier-Stokes equations, one can obtain a short time 

existence proof by means of a fixed point argument. The solution can than be ex

tended for all time by an a priori energy estimate. One can also use a Galerkin 

method to build a solution up from finite dimensional approximations.

Theorem 2 .2 . (Da Prato, Flandoli, Zabczyk) I fW(-)  satisfies condition 2.1, there 

exists a subset fli C £1 of full measure such that for any uj £  ftj, any initial condition 

« o  E L 2 , and any times to  and T  with to  <  T; there exists a unique solution u{t) of 

the S N S  equation , equation (2.5), on [to, T] such that:

i) u(-,uj) £  C{ftQ,T];L2) D L2(t0,T ; M1 ).

ii) for a l l t £  [t0,T \, u(-,uj) £  C Q ^TJjH 1) n L2{1f,T-W).

Hi) u is a Markov process in L 2 .

iv) u(-,uj) — z(-,uj) £ L2(to,T]M1)J

v) if, in addition uq €  H1, then u{-,uj) £  C([£0, T]; H1) D L2(£0, T ; H2) and u(t) 

depends continuously on uq.

is the solution to the auxiliary linear Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, introduced in section 2.9, 
with a  =  0. The reader may wonder why we care about this splitting. In fact, these existence, 
uniqueness results were obtained by subtracting of z(t) to obtain a PDE without Ito integrals and 
then analyzing this equation for the difference v =  u — z.
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Proof. Given the observation that in the two-dimensional setting, C L4 x L4, the 

existence and uniqueness was proved by a fixed point method in [DPZ96]. Flandoli 

proved the existence, regularity, and Markov properties in [Fla94]. In the same ref

erence, he proved the regularity of the splitting in to v and z. In fact, Flandoli also 

deals with weak solutions under noise decay conditions weaker than condition 2.1. 

The fact that we can pick a universal set fix independent of initial conditions or times 

is not explicitly discussed in the above references, though it is implicit in the proofs. 

It is discussed in a similar setting in [CDF97]. ■

Note: All of the above results rely on the sphtting into the linear process z{t)

and the remainder v(t). Global a priori estimates on v and z  were used to show that 

various norms of the the solution remained finite almost surely. However, moments 

of these norms are harder to explore with the sphtting. It is possible to using the 

energy estimates derived in Chapter 3 to prove existence and uniqueness directly on 

the original equation. This has the advantage of simplicity and that it provides good 

estimates of the long term behavior of the solution. See [MP98].

Second note: The fact that we can pick one set of full measure for ah initial 

conditions and times is very important. Without this luxury, we could not define the 

flow disused in the next section. To define a flow we need to be able to define the 

solution for ah initial conditions on the same set of full measure in fi. This is not 

always possible even in the finite dimensional world of SDEs and hence it is not a 

foregone conclusion in our setting. See [Kun90] for a detailed treatment in the SDE 

setting. The critical fact which makes use of a common set of full measure possible in 

our case is that the noise is purely additive. By using the z /v  splitting, we can solve 

the equation for any initial condition by using the same z process.
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2.11 T he Stochastic Sem i-F low , M arkov Sem i-G roup, 

and Skew  P roduct F low

Recall that by u(t, u/; to, «o) we mean the solution at time t which started from initial 

data Uq at an initial time to- At times it will be clearer to discuss the family of 

mappings induced by the time evolution of the dynamical system. To this end we 

define the “stochastic semi-flow” </?(£, s, u j )  by

V(t,s,w)iio=u(t,u<;slti0). (2.18)

Often we will write <pt,s(u) for ip(t, s ,uj) and <pt(uj) or <p(t,uj) for iptyo(u). The two 

forms of tp are related to each other. ipt,a{uj) = <pt- 3(03uj). The semi-flow follows the 

composition rule <pt,3(uj)<p3A v)  = for t > s > r > 0.

Observe that (ft(uj) is a cocyle for the shift dT on the Wiener spaced That is

¥>t+*(w) =  Vt(0au)<p»(u)) . (2.19)

Together <pt and 6t form a skew-product dynamical system ©t over the product space 

L2 x Cl. Its action is given by

Qt(u,uj)=(ipt(uj)u, 9tuj) . (2.20)

The map <pt acts on the state space L2 according to the dynamics of the SNS 

equation. It in turn induces a shift on the space of functions of time with values in 

L2. We use to denote this shift which we define as

• (2-21) 

tSee [CFS82j for a general exposition on the subject of cocyles and skew flows.
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<&r maps C ((ti,t2 );h2) into itself for any —oo < t\ < t2 < oo. We let Tt  denote the 

standard shift of a function defined by (TTv)(t)=v(t -F r). If we consider a solution 

to the SNS equation u(t,uj), then away from any end points of the time domain 

(T rtz(-,u/))(£) =  ($?iz(-,u ;))(£).

In the first part of this section, we have had our ergodic theorist’s/ dynamicist’s 

hat on. We have been giving the space u> equal footing to the phase space. We now 

switch to a more probabilistic point of view, moving f2 out of reach of manipulation. 

A s already mentioned in the previous section, it(£; t uo) is a Markov process in the 

state space L2. We define the Markov semi-group Pt acting on C&(L2)t by

(Ptf){x) =  Ef(u(t; 0, uo)) =  Ef(<ptuo) (2.22)

for uq 6 L2 and /  € Cb(L2). Pt induces a natural action P* on Pr(L2)*, the dual of 

C5(L2). The action is defined for a measure \i by

f  f{x)d(P?ri{x) = f  (Ptf)(x)dn(x) V/ € Cb(V )
J i? Ji?

One can speak of measures invariant under either the Markov semi-group Pt or 

the skew flow ©{. Though not unrelated, these are quite different concepts which give 

different degrees of information about the flow.

A  m easure /z on L2 is in v a r ia n t  u n d e r  t h e  M a r k o v -s e m i g r o u p  if Pt*/z =  /z. 

In term s o f  Pt, th is means,

f  g(x)dn(x) = [  (Ptg)(x)dfjL(x) Vg € Cb(L2)
Jl2 Ji?

By taking g(x) to be the indicator function on a set A  G ®(L2), we see that this is 

equivalent to /z(A) =  E/z(yjt-1 ( u j ) A ) .  In contrast, a measure /z on L2 x  Q  is in v a r ia n t

*Cb(L2) is the space of continuous functions from L2 into R whose range is a bounded set in R.
* Pr(L2) the space of probability measures on L2.
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UNDER THE SKEW SEMI-FLOW if for all A  X F  6  $(L 2) X T,

p(A x F) =  p ( o t l (>l x F )) Vt > 0

Of course, © r1(>l x F) =  {(x, u;) : (cpt(uj)x, 0tuj) 6 A x  F}. This is stronger that 

being invariant with respect to the Markov semi-group. That concept of invariance 

only gives average information while invariance with respect to the skew semi-flow 

gives almost sure information as it describes the dynamics along an u j  fiber. In fact if 

we restrict ourselves to invariant measures p  which respect the underlying probability 

distribution on ft this becomes quite clear. More exactly, if we require that p  have 

marginal distribution P on ft* and regular conditional probability distributions* {pu}, 

then the ©(-invariance of p is equivalent to

Vt{u)Pw =  Petw

for all t > 0.tt More more one this distinction see [Bax91, LJ87, Cra91].

2.12 B i-in fin ite S olu tion s

Our main focus will be the long time behavior of solutions. We want to explore 

how solutions typically behave after the transient behavior associated with a specific 

initial condition has passed. Given these interests, it will be useful to think of solutions 

starting at —oo and flowing forward to reach the present. These ideas will be explored 

in latter chapters, particularly chapter 5. For the moment, we simply establish some 

language to facilitate the discourse.

t By this we mean that fL3xn lf(u)dp(x,u;)  =  P(F) for all F e  7.
* Loosely a "regular conditional probability distributions” is a disintegration of p  with respect 

to u  so that it has all the right measurability properties to make it compatible the the stochastic 
process. We do not belabor the point. See [Durdl] p. 198.

tt <pt (u))pv is the push forward measure of the measure Namely (tpt (u)Pu>)(A) =
pa/('Pt(w)~1A).
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Definition 2 .3 . A stochastic process u : (—0 0 ,0 0 ) x  Q —► L2 is called a  b i - in f in i t e  

SOLUTION to  th e  SNS if  it is progressively measurable* and if for any tQ € ( —0 0 ,0 0 ), 

u ( s , u j)  =  u { s , u } , t o ,  u { t o , u j ) ) = < p a<to{ u j ) u { t Q , u j )  for all s  >  to and alm ost every u j .

Note there is noth in g  to keep a bi-infinite solution from blowing up as we move 

back to —0 0 . We are interested in studying the long term stationary behavior of the 

system; and hence, these trajectories are uninteresting. They correspond to solutions 

that have come in along the stable, contracting directions and thus represent transitive 

behavior. With these ideas in mind, we define the following.

D efinition 2.4. i) A bi-infinite solution u ( t ,  u j )  is said to be BOUNDED a t  — 0 0  IN 

THE SPACE X if there exists a 6 < 0 0  such that for almost every u/, there exists a 

sequence of stopping times {<n(o;)} converging to — 0 0  such that \ u ( tn , u j ) \ x  <  b. 

When we say a solution is bounded at — 0 0  without specifying the space we mean 

bounded in L2.

ii) A bi-infinite solution u ( t ,  u j )  is said to have b o u n d e d  p - t h  e n e r g y  m o m e n t

a t  — 0 0  if lim sup E|u(t) < 0 0 . When referring to the first moment of energy 
£—►—00

at minus infinity, we will simply say that u ( t ,  u j )  has BOUNDED e x p e c t e d  

ENERGY a t  —oo. Also if u ( t , u j )  has all moments bounded, we will say that 

u ( t , u j )  has BOUNDED ENERGY MOMENTS AT —OO.

iii) We will use parallel terminology to discuss the moments of the enstrophy and 

higher Sobolev norms at —0 0 .

2.13  In jectiv ity  o f the Sem i-flow  <pSlt { v )
If we are going to study the long term dynamics, being able to invert to flow is quite

useful. The key to this is showing the semi-flow is injective.
*0 (3 , 0;) is progressively measurable if for each t  the mapping (£,(*/) •-» g(t,uj), from R x f2 —► L2, 

is measurable with respect to B(R) x 3*. Here, B(R) is the Borel cr-algebra of R and 7 t is the 
filtration of cr-algebras generated by the Brownian motions in the forcing.
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Lem m a 2.5. For almost every fixed tv, the stochastic semi-flow <pt,*(w) is injective. 

In other words, i f  for some s and t, s < t, tpt<a(uj)u i =  ¥?t>s(u/)u2 then iq =  u2.

Proofi Make the decomposition of the solution u(t ,u>; s, ito) into the linear process 

z ( t ,  u j ;  s )  and the remainder v ( t ; , u j ;  s ,  ito) as discussed in section 2.9. (We have taken 

a  = 0  and suppressed it from the notation.) At time s, take zero as the initial 

data for the z process and ito for the v process. Thus, for a fixed u j ,  all it share 

the same z regardless on the initial data. We now study the evolution of difference 

p ( t , u j ; s , U i , U 2 )  =  v ( t , u j ; s , U i )  — v ( t , u j ; s , u 2). To prove injectivity, we need to show 

that if p { t )  =  0  then p ( s )  =  u \  — u 2 =  0- We denote will v ( t , u j ; s , U i )  by Vi ( t ,u j ) .  p [ t )  

satisfies the following evolution equation

^  +  t/A2p  +  B(ux, u i) -  B{y2, v 2 ) +  B(z, p )  +  B{p, z) =  0 

p(s) = Ui -  u2

Substituting V\ =  t/2 +  P> shows that B(vi, ui) — B (i/2, v2) =  B(y2,p) + B(p, v2). Next 

we apply the estimate from ii) of lemma B.l twice to show that

\B{v2,p) +  B(p,v2) +  +B(z,p) +  B (p,z)|La < C|Au2|l2 |Ap|L2 + C\hz\\*\hp\i2

= C(|Au2|l2 + |Az|j.2)|Ap|l2

Thus we can apply lemma B.8 to p(t) with k(t) = C ( |Av2|l» + |Az|L2 ). The lemma 

shows that if at any time in the future p equals zero then it equaled zero at all previous 

times for which it was defined. Thus, the semi-flow is injective. ■

Corollary 2.6. (Backwards Uniqueness) Let u(t,uj) and u(t,ui) be two solution to 

the SNS equation. Assume that the time domains on which they are both defined 

includes [£1 , £2]. With probability one, ifu(s,uj) — u ( s , u j )  for some s € [ti,t2], then 

u(t,uj) =  u(t,uj) for all t e  [ti,t2].
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Proof. If u ( s , u j )  =  u(s ,u>) ,  then u ( t , u j )  =  u { t , u i )  for t  >  s  by the forward uniqueness 

result for the SNS equation. Next we observe that

= u(s,u;) =  u(s,w) = i p a M u { t u  u j )

By lemma 2.5, this implies that u(ti,u/) =  u ( t i , u j ) .  Again by using the forwatrd 

uniqueness result, we obtain equality for all times in the interval. ■
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C hapter 3

Energy and Sobolev E stim ates

In this chapter, we derive estimates on the moments of the spatial norms, specifically 

the L2-norm and Sobolev norms of the velocity field. The L2-norm and the first 

Sobolev norm are equivalent respectively to the the energy and enstrophy. We first 

derive the equations governing the norms with the help of ltd’s formula. Then we show 

that the local martingales contained in these equations are in fact true martingales in 

L2(Q), that is to say square integrable with respect to the probability measure. With 

the martingale nature of the stochastic integrals in hand, we can write equations for 

the evolution of the expectations of the norms. Then, using variants of the Poincare 

inequality for the spatial norms, we can close the estimates producing a hierarchy of 

bounds. Lastly, we derive almost sure bounds on the growth of the energy.

Through out this chapter, we do not make explicit mention of the spatial smooth

ness requirements. One need not worry if the intermediate manipulation make sense, 

but only if the objects in the final estimate are well defined. This is because, we can 

perform all of the manipulations on finite Galerkin approximations, which are C°° in 

space. Then the limit can then be taken to obtain an estimate for the actual solution.

Though quite powerful and essentially regarded as classical in the deterministic 

literature, these types of energy estimates have been used infrequently in the stochas-
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tic literature. More often the linear/remainder splitting described in the last section 

has been used. This usually leads to weaker estimates. The reason these classical 

estimates have been rarely used might, stem from difficulties in establishing the nature 

of the stochastic integral terms in the equations. This characterization is the main 

technical result of this chapter. It is then exploited to obtain the other results.

The energy estimates proved in this chapter are central to all of the following 

chapters. They will be proven on both the torus and on the bounded domain. The 

enstrophy and higher Sobolev norm estimates are less central to the later arguments. 

We will prove them only when the domain is the torus. Some of them can be gener

alized to bounded domains, others can not. We point out in the appropriate points 

which can be generalized.

3.1 E nergy E stim ates

We will denote the moments of the energy by Ep(u) =  E{|u(t)|^}. Often we write

Ep(£) when it is clear what solution we are discussing. Also define o-̂ iax(n) as supAJ|ofc|2,
k

°max ~  a^un(0) =  |crfc|2, and £( =  V'Afc |o-fc|2. Everything in this section applies
* * 

equally well to a bounded domain as a torus.

The next theorem gives a bound on the evolution in time of the energy moments.

It also shows that the p-th moment can be uniformly bounded in time by a linear

combination of the moments up to p at any earlier moment of time.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that Ep(ti(£0)) is finite for some p >  1 and measurable with 

respect to SLoo.to, then
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and for all j  <  p

Ej(t) < Ej (t0)e-2uXl{t- to) + Cj f  Ej-iCs) e - ^ ^ - ^ d s
JtQ

where Cj = 2j ( j  — l)<r%tax + j £0- Furthermore, for s < t,

p
Ep( t ) < e ^ { s ) S ^ 2 c ^ E j M  + c'0 (3.1)

J=1

where the C f are constants depending only on j  and the a* ’s.

Prom this result, we see that a bi-infinite solution, whose moments are under 

control at — oo, has universal, uniform bounds on these moments.

Corollary 3.2. Let u(t, u j )  be a bi-infinite solution.

i) The following three statements are equivalent.

(a) There exists a sequence of times {tn} converging to —oo such that

ii) Ifu(t) has bounded p-th energy moment at — oo, then for all t € (—oo, oo)

The Cj are the same constants defined in theorem 3.1.Hence the Ej(u(t)) are 

uniformly bounded for all time, that is Ej(u(t)) € L°°(—oo, oo).

limsupEp(u(tn)) < oo.

(b) u(t) has bounded p-th energy moment at — oo.

(c) Ep{u{t)) is *o~ (e2l'AlM).

for j  < p.
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These inequalities come from analyzing the infinite dimensional SDE driven by a 

martingale which gives the dynamics of the energy moments. We now give the SDE 

itself.

If we let Ufc(£) =  (u(t), ek)i? and denote by (u(t), dW)i? the sum y ^Uk (£)• (TkdPk (£),
k

we have the following equation describing the evolution of the moments.

Theorem  3.3. Forp > 1, the energy moments satisfy the ltd stochastic differential 

equation

<i|«(t)|g =2p|t1( t ) |g - 1> [-HAu(t)||,<(t+ (u(t),dW )v\

+ 2p(p -  l ) |u ( t ) |? r2|( y :  \uk(t)\2\irt \2'jdt +  p\u(t)\^'~l)£.0dt (3.2)
fc

Furthermore, the local martingale defined by Mt =  f  2p\u(s)\£f~l){u{s), dW(t))i* is
Jto

in fact an L2(Q) martingale.

Lastly, we state a corollary deduced from the above theorem for p = 1 and the 

fact that |A/|£2 is bounded below by Ax|/|£2t.The corollary will prove useful in later 

analysis.

Corollary 3.4. For t > t0,

M *)lb < e - ^ '- ^ M to J lL ’ +  J x T  f 1 -  t„) (3.3)

where Me(t, tQ) = 2 f  e2t/Al̂ _t°)(u(s), dW(s) ) L2 is a martingale in t. This implies the 
Jto

following useful estimate. For and T  > to and p > 1,

sup M t)lg  < Cp ( K«o)|g + sup \M'(t0, t ) r  j (3.4)
te[to,r) y \2uA x) te[to,ri J

In particular, C\ =  1 .
*By the Poincare inequality.
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3.2 D erivation  o f E nergy E stim ates

We begin by deriving (3.2) leaving the problem of showing the local martingale term

is a true martingale until after we have derived the estimates for the expectations. In

fact, these bounds on the expectations will be used to bound the quadratic variation

process of the local martingale.

Applying Ito’s formula to u |u |^ , one obtains (3.2). For p =  1, this is identical

to the deterministic energy evolution equation except for the additional term with £0.

This term arises in Ito’s formula when the second functional derivative of u •—► |u ||2 is

applied to the quadratic variation of W(t). These somewhat formal manipulations can

be understood as the limit of classical finite-dimensional stochastic calculus applied

to the Galerkin approximations in Fourier space.* All of the terms are independent

of the order of the Galerkin approximation so the limit can be taken.

In the rest of the section, we will seem to cover the same ground three times. On

each pass, we will glean a little more information. It is probably worthwhile to mention

the difficulties that necessitate such repetition. From the existence and uniqueness

theory, theorem 2.2, we know only that |u(£)|£2 is finite with probability one. This

puts u(t) in the one of the weakest class for which the Ito stochastic integral is defined.

Knowing that P |  J  W ) S *  < oo^ =  1, allows one to define the stochastic integral 
t 1

Mt= / 2p|u(s)|l2,-1*(u(s), dW(s))i? but only as a local martingale. In particular, this 
Jo ft

means that one does not know that EMt = 0. This requires that E I \u { t)^d t is
Jo

finite. This is not given by theorem 2.2. Hence, we must establish this before we can 

make any conclusion which require EM* =  0.*

^For a general treatment of stochastic calculus in infinite d im ensional Hilbert spaces see [DPZ92].
*For an nice clean, short, classical discussion of these issues see [McK69] section 2.3. For a 

discussion in the language of modem stochastic calculus see [Dur96] section 2.6. One can also see 
[RY94] chapter 4 or [DM82] chapter 8.
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We will now show that

E|«(t)|g <E|u(0)|g -  i/2pE f , \u(s)\^-1)\Au(s)\l,dS (3.5)
Jo

+  E J ‘ 2p(p -  l )M s) |*T2) ( £  |ut (s)p|<7tp)<fa +  E J *  p\u(s) 11 £ods

Since Mt is a local martingale there exists a sequence of stopping time {Tn}, with 

Tn —► oo as n —► oo, that reduces the Mt that is makes MtATn a bounded martingale.* 

For t  < Tn, MtATn follows the evolution of Mt. At the time Tn, it “stops”. For 

all future times it takes the value Mt„- Since MtAT„ is a bounded martingale, the 

Optional Stopping Time Theorem implies that EMtAT„ equals 0. (see [DM82, Dur96]) 

We denote by / n(£) the expression

l“ ( 0 ) | 2 p ( p  -  l)M s)l?j ~ 8  ( T .  |«t(»)p|g>p)<fa +  J  p\u(s)\^~',£0tls +  .

(3.6)

This is simply the positive drift terms from the right hand side of (3.2) written in

integral form, with the local martingale Mt replace by the stopped martingale MtATn.

Because, as already observed, MtATn is a bounded martingale and hence has expected

value zero, we see that Ef n — uE f  2p|u(s)|£'|f_1)|An(s)|£2ds is the desired right handJo
side from (3.5). Next rearranging (3.2), we observe that

0 < |«(t)|g + 2p„ /'V (3)|*Tll|Au(S)|2,<fs = /„(«)
Jo

for t < Tn. This shows that /«(£) is non-negative for t < Tn. We want to show that 

f n(t) is non-negative for all t. In fact we will see that for t > Tn, /„(£) > / n(Tn). This

* Since it is a continuous martingale, one can use Tn =  in f{ t: |Aft| > n}.
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can be seen by using (3.6) to write f n(t) — /n(^n)- When t > Tn, we have 

/»(*) -  fn{Tn) = f  2p(p -  l ) W s ) |r 2' ( E  + f
•'Tn ig •'Tn

(3.7)

Since each integral on the right hand side is the integral of a non-negative quantity, it 

is clearly non-negative. Putting all of this together shows that f n(t) is non-negative 

for all t  which allows us to apply Fatou’s lemma. Doing so gives

+  *E f  2p|u(s)|?a,_l)|A'u(s)|L2ds = E lim /„ < lim E/„ (3.8)
J  q 7i--*oo n—*oo

which proves (3.5).

Next, we complete Theorem 3.1 by constructing the bounds in (3.1). Pulling 

out and using the Poincare inequality once gives

^Ep < —2vp\iEp + [2p(p -  l)fr^ai +  p£0] Ep-i

Integration of this differential inequality gives the desired bounds on Ep(£). Lastly, we 

obtain uniform bounds on each moment in terms of the values of moments of lesser 

or equal order evaluated at an earlier moment of time. For t > s,

Erft) < max{ J^ ,E ,(s )}  <  + E 1(* )S ^ “ (<)

EpM <  Ep(») +  C ^ ( » ) S eT“ W

Notice that Ê lar(s) is just a linear combination of the moments of order less than or 

equal to p evaluated at the time s. In other words, there exist constants C'p depending
c

only on p and {o*} so that ^ ““ (s) =  CjEj(s) + —

We now examine if Mt is a true martingale or simply a local martingale. By
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Corollary 3 on p. 66 of [Pro90], it is sufficient to show that the quadratic variation, 

[M, M]t has finite expectation for all finite times.

[M, M], = f  2p|«(s)|2r,) Y .  K M IW * < o L ,  /W )® *
Jo i  ■'°

Hence,

E[Af, M]t < a f  Ep(s)ds (3.9)
Jo

which is finite by the bounds proved in Theorem 3.1. This completes Theorem 3.3. 

To prove Corollary 3.4, rewrite (3.2) for p = 1, add 2i/A1|ti(s)|£2dt to each side, and 

employing the quotient norm notation Q(u) =  )|L2 • We obtain
Im ( s ) I l 2

< * K * ) I l 2 +  2 i / A i | i * ( f ) l t * < t t  =  e ~ ^ Xltd  ( c 2,'A |* |« ( f ) lL » )

=  2i/[Ai — Q(u(s))]|u(£)|£2df +  £o dt +  2(u(f),rfW(t))Ls

Integrating from t0 to t gives,

K *)&  =e2t'x' lt- to)\u(t0) \ l+ £ 2 v \u ( s ) \ le * 'x« - *  ^  -  Q(u(*)))<fe

+  2v T  { }  ~  e ' ^ Al(t_to))  +  f  2e2vXllt~a) (u(s), dWs ) L2 

< e2uAl(f-to)|u(io)|22 +  _ ^ £ _ ^  _  +  )Me(t0,t)

The inequality came from neglecting the second term which is always negative because 

the Poincare inequality implies that Q > Ai for any function in L2. By the previous 

estimates of the expectation of the energy, we see that the quadratic variation process 

of Me does not explode and hence Me is a martingale, not just a local martingale. 

The estimate (3.4) follows from the previous estimate after noting that for positive
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X , Y  and Z  (X  +  Y  +  Z y  <  CV{X * +  Y*> +  Z*>).

3.3 E nstrophy E stim ates

The energy estimates were possible because the nonlinearity had the good taste to 

disappear when the inner product was taken with u. This is a consequence of the 

vector field being incompressible. For the enstrophy, the fact that we are in two 

dimensions becomes critical. In two dimensions vorticity is a scalar and the so called 

“vorticity stretching” term does not exist. Related to this is the fact that on the 2-D 

torus*

(B(u,t i ) , A 2u ) l*  = 0 V « 6  D(A2) . (3.10)

On a bounded domain all is not lost. However, since we are mainly interested in 

the periodic domain, we will develop the enstrophy estimates only for T2.

Because the non-linear term vanishes, the structure of the enstrophy equations are 

the same as those for the energy equations. By completely analogous calculations, 

we can prove the statements for the enstrophy analog of the results in the last sec

tion. We restate only two theorems to facilitate future reference. Define Wp(u) to be 

E{|Att(t)|^j}, the p—th moment of the enstrophy. Again, when the context is clear 

we will often write Wp(£) for Vp(u(t)). Recall that o’̂ iax(n) was defined as supfc A£|o-fc|2.

Theorem  3.5. Assume that Wp(u(£o)) is finite for some p > 1 and that u(to) mea

surable with respect to T_oo,to> then

tSee [Tem95] lemma 3.1 page 19. It follows from integration by parts coupled with the divergence 
free condition, but it holds only in the periodic case and only in two dimensions.
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and for all j  <  p

< Vj(t0)e-2,'M(t- to) + C ' f v j - i i s )  e-™ llt- s)ds
Jto

where C' = 2j ( j  — 1 )ofnax + j£ i- Furthermore, for s < t,

Vp(t) <  V ^ ( s ) = 'J 2  CJWjW +  C'a (3.11)
3=1

where the Cj are constants depending only on j  and the ak ’s.

Theorem 3.6. Forp > I, the enstrophy moments satisfy the ltd stochastic differen

tial equation

d|Au(£)|g =2p\Au(t)\$~l) [ - v\A2u(t)\hdt + (A2u(t),dW )v,]

+  2p(p -  l) |A u (* )|2 r2) Afclo-jfc l̂wfc^pjrft +  p|Au(i)|L?- l)£idi
k

(3.12)

Furthermore, the local martingale defined by

f  2 p | u ( s ) ( A 2u(s), dW(s)>L2 =  f  2p\u(s)$?~l)y 2 \ kuk(s) • o-kd0k(s)
J to  J to  k

is in fact an L2(Cl) martingale.

Proof. The proofs of these theorems axe identical to the analogous theorems for the en

ergy. We mention only one point which might give the reader pause. During the analy

sis we need to show that Mt= f  2p|u(s)|^>-I\A 2ii(s), dW{s))i,2 = f  2p|u(s)|£?-1*Afcitfc(s)-
Jto Jto

'^Tjdpk(t)ak was a local martingale. Just as in the energy case we needed that u(t) 
k

was in L2(0,t;L2) almost surely, this requires that ^  IAu(s) £ 2  < o o | =  1 or in 

other words u(t) is in L2(0, t; H1). This is guaranteed by the existence and uniqueness
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theorem, theorem 2.2. In fact, we don’t  need to appeal to this. In the last section, we 

showed that the right hand side of (3.8) was finite. Taking p =  1, this implies that 

E J |Aw(s)|£2ds is finite which is stronger than simply P |Au(s)|£2 < o o | =  1. 

In fact this is all that is needed to to show that M t is a true martingale not just a 

local one. We explore these ideas in section 3.5 to prove regularization theorems. ■

3 .4  H igher Sobolev E stim ates

Unfortunately, the nonlinear terms do not vanish from the equations governing the 

higher Sobolev norms. We will utilize some of the estimates found in the appendix 

to control the non-linearity. Again we restrict ourselves to a periodic domain. 

Applying Ito’s formula to the map u *—*■ \ \ lu ^ ,  for I > 1, produces

d\Alu\tf = — 2pi/|A*u|£?- l*|A/+1u|L2dt +  2p\Alu \^ ~ 1̂ {A^u, B(u, u))i?dt (3.13) 

+  2p\Alu\**~l) {A*u, dW (t))v +p\Alu\2£ - l)£ldt

+ 2p(p -  l)|A'«|£r2> f e  A',k*| V I 2)  i t

Prom this we derive the following theorem which shows that the expectation of the 

higher Sobolev norms can be controlled by the moments of the enstrophy.

Theorem  3.7. Fori > 2, assume u(-) 6 L2(0,T;B?) almost surely, £/ < oo, and 

E|A,tz(i) < oo. Then for t> T ,

lA'uMlg+pp r |A ‘u(<,)l*r11|A'+ys)lL*‘fe < |A'«(to)|g (3.14)
Jto

+ 2,4,2 £Vy<oi2r'liA<‘Mi£my
+ [p£/ +p(p -  1)*L*] /  |Aiu(s)|J?"I,<ft

J to

+ 2p f  |Afu(s)|L?_1)(A2Zu(s),dW (s))L2 
Jto
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where the last term is a martingale and hence

E\Alu(t)\%+pv J ' E ^ u i s ^ - ^ l A ^ u i s ^ d s  < E lA 'ufo jg  (3-15)

+  ( V - ) 2"4/2 j £  E { lA 'ttW lg ^ ^ lA u W g ^ }  ds

+ [pSi + p(p~  l)^Lx] [  E|Alt*(«)|JJ,_l)(ft .
Jto

This is most useful when p = 1.

\Alu(t)\l2 + v J  \Al+1u(s)\l2ds <\Alu(t0)\l2 + J  4'2|Au(s)|^+1)ds

+ £i(t — t0) + f  (Aau(s),cW (s) ) L 2 (3.16)
Jto

and

E|A'u(t)£a +  v f  E|Am w(s)|L2ds <E|Afw(i0)lLa +  [  4f2W{+i(u(s))ds
Jto Jto  v u  '

+ £ i( t- to )  (3.17)

Proof. The proof follows the general lines used in the energy and enstrophy estimates 

with only minor changes to deal with the non-linear term.

Using Ito’s formula, we derive (3.13). We then split the viscosity term in two 

and move half to the other side of the equation. After switching to the integral form 

of the equation, we insert the estimate (B.4) from the Appendix. This cancels the 

viscosity term on the left hand side, yielding (3.14). Because u(-) € L2(0, T; E?) with 

probability one, the last term is at least a local martingale. To verify that it is a 

true martingale, not just a local martingale, we follow the same procedure used in 

the proof of theorem 3.3 on page 37. In short, we use a sequence of stopping times 

{Tn} to turn the local martingale in to a bounded martingale. Then because the right
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hand side of (3 .14 ) is non-negative, we use Fatou’s Lemma to reason that the lim it  

obtained by taking the expectation and then n —► oo is an upper bound for the lim it  

taken by letting n —* oo first, followed by the expectation . This proves (3 .1 5 ). Then 

we use the fact that this expectation is bounded to control the expectation of the 

quadratic variation of the local martingale, thus proving that it is in fact a proper 

martingale. ■

The above theorem shows that higher norms do not blow up if three conditions

hold: the initial data are smooth enough, the forcing is smooth enough so that £/ is

finite, and enough enstrophy moments are finite. However, it is often nice to show

that the norms decay to some characteristic values independent of their initial values.

This is the goal of the next theorem.
|Az+lv|2Define the quotient norm Qz(u)=—— We know that for any function, Qi(v)
\A u|l2

is bounded from below by Ai, the first eigenvalue of the negative Laplacian on the 

domain. Adding and subtracting £/Ai|Azti|^  and observing that d(euXia\Alu(s)\^) = 

ei/Ais(l/A1|Aztt(s)|^jds -t- d|Azu(s)|g), produces

|Azu(t)|g =  e - 'Al(‘- |B)|A/T*(<b)|g +pu f  e-^dt-s) L _  Q,(„(*))] |A'u(s)|gds
Jto L

+  f  e-‘Al<,-> |A 'u (s) ||!r1) [2p(Aau(s), B(u,u))v> -  K3,(u(S))|A 'u(s)|^ i s

+  2 p ( p - l ) j r ‘e - 'A' (,- > | |A ,«(3)|a r 2)^ A a ltri |2K ( s) |^  + |A 'U(S) | ^ - 1>£,1<<S

+  2p e ~ uXtt f  e “^ , \ A , u ( s ) \ ^ r l>{ ^ u ( s ) , d W ( s ) ) L ,  . (3 .18)
Jto

The second term is always non-positive because Ax < Q/(u(s)), so we neglect it. To 

obtain something more tractable, we set p equal to 1. The nonlinear term is controlled

^The Q(v) previously defined is simply Qo(u).
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using (B.4) from Appendix B with e set to 2. We obtain

|A'u(£)£2 < e-^i(t-to)|Aiu(to)|22 +  4/2|Au(s)|$+1)ds

+  2pe~uXlt J * e‘,AlS(Aau(s), dW(s)>La +  ( l  -  (3.19)

Using arguments which parallel those in enstrophy and energy sections and the proof 

of the theorem 3.7, we can show that the term containing the stochastic integral is 

a martingale multiplied by e~uXli and hence has expectation zero. One is left with a 

hierarchy of inequalities bounding the expected values of the higher Sobolev norms.

Theorem 3.8. Take t0 < t < T  and I > 2. If u(-) € L2(0, T; H*) almost surely, 

Ei < oo, and E|A(u(£)|^3 < oo then

E|Afu(«o)lL> <e-l/Al(t-to)E|Atii(£0)lL2 +  ^ e- vX̂ t - ) 2 ^ )  4i2Wt+1(u(s))ds

No serious attempt was made to close the higher moment equations, that is p > 1, 

because they were not needed in later arguments.

We also mention that using lemma B.2, we can canderive a different set of bounds 

on the higher Sobolev norms. These can be used to build a ladder of estimates which 

allows one to bootstrap to ever higher norms provided on can control the need higher 

moments of the previous Sobolev norms. Using interpolation inequalities to achieve 

this is currently under investigation.
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3.5 R egu larity  o f Solutions on T2

As the heading suggests, in this section we again restrict ourselves to the torus. If we

are to have greater spatial regularity of the solution, we will naturally need to require

the forcing to be more regular in space. The minimum decay requirement on the

noise, condition 2.1, is equivalent to requiring that £ 1  is finite. £o can be understood
2

as the mean energy influx of the forcing. Similarly, £ t is the mean enstrophy influx of 

the forcing.* By requiring that £j is finite for Z > | ,  we are dictating that the forcing 

has greater spatial regularity. In fact, if £j < oo then W (t) is almost surely in H*. To 

see this, we calculate E| , for if the expected value of a quantity is finite then

the quantity is finite with probability one.

ElA'Wg, =  Y, A»KI2 =  £‘ <3-20)
k

The first step in proving a spatial regularity theorem is to control the moments 

of the enstrophy, for these appear in our bound on the higher Sobolev norms from 

section 3.4.

Theorem  3.9. Pick initial data uq(uj) with E|uoli2 finite. Assume that uq is measur

able with respect to 7_oo,to for some initial time tQ € R. Set u(t,ui) = u(t,u\ to, u0) =

Then for all T  > tx > tQ,

i) W1(tt(.))€L 1(<b,r).

ii) if Ei is finite, Vh(u(-)) € L°°(£i,oo) and E|A2u(-)|l2 €  L l{t\,T).

Hi) if Ei and Vi+l(u(to)) are finite, then E|Apu(-)|l2 € L°°(£i,oo) for allp < I and 

E|Al+1u(-)\l e  L '(ti,T ).

*See section 2.6 and section 4.2 for more discussion for this.
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Remark: IfE|A*ix(-)|£a e  oo) then with probability one u(-,uj) 6 L2(£i,T ;lf)

for any T  > t\. Similarly, E|A*+1u(-)Il2 £ Ll{t\,T) implies that with probabihty one 

u(*,u/) € L2(t1,T ; t f +1).

Proof. We write (3.2) in integral form with p = 1 and take the expectation, yielding

+2 i/ f  E|Au(s)|£2ds =  E|tzo|£a +  £o(£ — t0)dt (3-21)
Jto

P a rt i) The left hand side is almost surely finite. E|uo £ 2  is finite by assumption and 

£ 0  by our standing assumption on the noise, condition 2.1. Hence E|Au|£2 is almost 

surely in Ll(t0, T) for all T  > tQ. We cannot claim that E|Au|£2 finite for any specific 

time.

P art ii) However, being L1 in time does imply that there exist tfQ arbitrarily close 

to to such that E|A2u(£(,)|£2 is finite and hence u(t?Q) 6 H1 almost surely. Using this as 

an initial condition, theorem 3.5 implies that E|Au|£2 will stay finite, in fact uniformly 

bounded, for all future times provided that £ 1  is finite. To see that E|A2u(*)|£2 € 

Ll(ti, T), rewrite (3.12) in integral form and take its expectation.

E|Au(£)|l2 +2v [  E|A2u(s)|£2ds =  E|Au(£(,)|l2 +  £ 1  (t — tfQ)dt

This has exactly the same form as (3.21). By assumption £ 1  is finite and t'Q was 

chosen so that E |Au(^)|l2 was finite. Thus, E|A2u(*)|l2 € Ll{t?0,T) for any T  > tfQ. 

Since was arbitrarily close to t0, we are done with this part.

P a rt iii) Prom theorem 3.5, we observe that Wp(u(t)) is uniformly bounded for 

all t > to and all p < I +  1. Next note that if £/ is finite then so is £p for all p < I. 

Prom here the argument proceeds inductively. If I =  1 then we are done because part 

ii) covers the conclusion. Assume that I > 1. The induction will be on the variable 

j .  We will increase j  by integer steps until I — j  < 1. Any fractional remainder will 

be dealt with at the end. The base case is I =  1. In this case item ii) tells us that
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E|A2u(-)Il2 £ Ll{tx,T )  for a time tx arbitrarily close to t0.

We now prove the inductive step. Assume that E|Aj u(-)|l2 £ Ll(tx,T )  for any 

tim p  t i  arbitrarily close to to- This implies that there exists a time tfx arbitrarily 

close to t x such that E|A*u(t^ ) |£ 2  is finite. As mentioned above, we already know that 

Wj+i(u(-)) £ L°°(ti,oo) and that £_, is finite. Hence (3.17) implies that E|AJi+Iu(t)|£2 

and f  E|AJ+1u(s)|£2cZs are finite for all t > 1fx were tx is arbitrarily close to t x and
J ti

therefore arbitrarily close to £0. Continuing inductively, we arrive at the largest 

integer less than or equal to Z, which we will denote [/J. If Z =  [ZJ we are done 

otherwise, set f  = I — 1. Since f  <  [ZJ, we know that E|A^u(-)|l2 € L l(tx,T), 

Wj/+i( ti(»  £ L°°(t 1 , 0 0 ) and that £' is finitet . So we may again take an inductive 

step using (3.17).

■

Observe that if one starts with deterministic initial data in H1 then all of the moments 

of the enstrophy of the initial condition are clearly finite and theorem 3.5 shows they 

remain so. Hence, the smoother the forcing, the higher the Sobolev norms with 

finite expectation. However for the moment, if we start with deterministic initial 

data in L2, the initia l enstrophy m ig h t well be infinite. Theorem 3.9 tells us that 

for sufficiently smooth forcing, the expected value of the enstrophy is finite at any 

later time. In addition, it says that for almost any time, with respect to Lebesgue 

measure, the second Sobolev norm is almost surely finite. However we are blocked. 

We cannot obtain better regularity by these estimates without control of the higher 

moments of the enstrophy. This clearly does not reflect the physical reality of smother 

forcing g iv in g  smoother solutions. By splitting the solution in to 2  + u, as discussed 

in section 2.9, it is possible to show that the solution has greater regularity (see 

[Fer97, Fla94, FM95]). The splitting does not seem to easily relinquish information

t By a Poincare-like inequality |A* u(4)|l2 ^  |A ^ u (t)||,2. Similarly, for positive random variable 
higher moments dominate lower ones, so f  (u(t)) < 0 0  implies f  Wj>+X(u(t)) < 0 0 .
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about the expectations of the enstrophy and higher Sobolev norms. One can also 

use the almost sure spatial regularity of the forcing to obtain almost sure results on 

the regularity of the solutions using the standard results in the deterministic theory. 

Again this does not give any information on the moments of the Sobolev norms.

We can in fact do a bit better than theorem 3.9. Using some interpolation in

equalities, one can bound higher moments of a Sobolev norm by the products of 

expectations of a mixture of other norms which the higher energy moments equations 

provide information. One might hope that this freshly bounded moment can produce 

more bounds, which is possible, and then use this information to extract even more 

moments; in a word, to Bootstrap up the moment hierarchy. This is likely possible, 

though it will require using the equations for the evolution of the fractional Sobolev 

norms between 0 and 1. Work in this direction is in progress and seems hopeful, 

though it is not yet ready for public airing. We provide the next lemma to give an 

example of what is possible.

Lemma 3.10. Assume that all moments of the energy, of a solution u(t, u>), are finite 

at time to and £ x is finite. Then for any time t\ > to and any I < 4, Wi(u(ti)) is 

finite. Hence Wj(u(-)) € L°°(£i, oo).

Proof. The extra information contained in the energy moment equations can be seen 

by writing (3.2) in integral form, pulling out the largest |o>:|2, and taking the expec

tation.

E |«(t)|g +  2v £  E { |u(s)\? T 01 Au(i) & } is  =

E|«(to)lg +  [2p(p -  l)dL= +  P£o] f  ds
Jto

Since we know that everything on the right hand side is finite, we conclude that 

E { |u (* )|^_1)|Ait(-)|£2 } € Ll [to,T) for any T  > tQ and any p > 1. We already 

know that E|A2u(-)|£2 € Ll{to,T). Since on any interval of time both E|A2u(-)|£2 and
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E 1 1 < ) | ^ _I) | Au(-) |£a |  are finite of a set of full Lebesgue measure, we can find a point 

arbitrarily close to t\ so that both are finite. Next we observe that by interpolation 

inequalities and the Holder inequality,

2 c -1

E{|A «|£} < c ( E { |A « g , |< r  } )* "  "  ( e {|A2u|£ ,A

for any e € ( |,  1). This is show by splitting the |Au|^ in two parts and bounding 

one of the parts with the interpolation inequality which bounds M1 by L2 and M2. 

Then apply the Holder inequality with the appropriate exponents. The details are 

contained in the appendix in lemma B.10. Since we have control over both terms on 

the right hand side of the above inequality, the proof is complete. ■

In light of the above discussion and the previous lemma and theorem, we have the 

following two corollaries. Let Imax = s\ip{l: Ei < oo}.

Corollary 3.11. Given deterministic initial data uo E h 2, denote by 

u(t, u) =  u{t, U)\ Uq, t0).

i) Ep(u(£)) € L°°(t, oo) for all t > t0 and p > 1. E|Au(-)|£2 =  Wi(u(-)) is in 

Ll(ti, T) for any T  > t \>  £0-

ii) I f  in addition Imax > Wj(u(-)) is in L°°(£i, oo) for any I < max(Zmai, 4) and 

t\ > to. Furthermore, E|A2u(-)|£2 is in L l[t\,T) for all T  > t \>  to.

Contrast this result with the next one and the current gap in these results will be 

come clear. In corollary 3.11, we do not gain from knowing that larger I, Ei is finite. 

Quite the opposite is true when we start with initial data in H1.

Corollary 3.12. Assume that Imax > 1- Given deterministic data uo € H1, denote 

by u(t,cj) = u(t,<jj',uo,t0). Then for all p, Wp(•) is in L°°(£0, oo). And if I < Imax 

then E|Azu(-)|£2 € L°°(£i,oo) and E|A/+1u ( - ) |£ 2  € L2{ti,T) fo r T  > t\ > tQ. With
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the aid of the Sobolev embedding theorem, this implies that u(t\,uj) is almost surely 

in Clmax~1~£ for any e > 0.

3.6  B ou n d s on E nergy G row th  in  T im e

We now turn to bounds showing that the L2-norm can not consistently grow in time. 

These will be useful in proving later results. We will prove two versions. The first 

one will not give information on the short time behavior but states that eventually 

the the L2-norm is dominated by e\t — for any starting position t0, any growth 

rate 5, and any positive e. This bound holds both forward and backward in time. 

The second version works only forward in time and for 5 > \, but gives control over 

the m axim um  obtained before the time when e\t — to 15 dominates.

We begin with the weaker version which is derived from (3.4) in corollary 3.4.

Theorem  3.13. Fix a time to, an e > 0, a r  > 1, and a S > 1/r.

i) I f  Epr(u(t0)) is finite, then there exists a positive integer valued random time 

f t  (to, e, 5) and a random positive constant C(uj), such that for s > to

Iw( s )Il2 ^  C'(u,)l.{o < t< -r}(s  — t0) +  e | s  — to |,5l{{> T r}(s  — to)

ii) Assume u(t) is a bi-infinite solution. I f  Epr is uniformly bounded as t —► —oo, 

then there exists a negative integer valued random time *n (to, £, 8) and a random 

positive constant C(uj), such that for all s < to

Iu ( s ) I l * ^  C,(tt,)l{<rr<t<o>(s — to) +  e | s  — to|<5l{t<,rr}(s — t0)

In either case, the random time has finite moments up to but not necessarily including 

order 8r — 1.
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Proof. To prove the forward in time version, set Yn =  sup \u(t)\^. For the back-
t€ [n ,n + l]

wards in time version, set Yn =  sup |u(t)|^ . We will describe only forward in
t€ [ - n —1,—n]

time proof since the two differ by only a shift in indices. FYom (3.4) in corollary 3.4, 

we know that

E{v;} = E sup
te [n ,n + l]

<CW

By assmnption, Ep(t0) is finite so theorem 3.1 gives that the first term is uniformly 

bounded for all n. We now show that the last term is also uniformly bounded in 

n. We first use the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, followed by Holder applied 

to the function |tx(s)|£2 and the constant function 1, and lastly the assmnption that 

< K  to obtain

E sup \ M e ( n , t ) r  < E {([M e,Me](n +  l) )^ }  < <7,Le (  / " +
te [n ,n + lj t  J \ J n  J

< £  e2̂ "A‘(-">E|u(s)|f,<is < K ’(p ,  r, A , ,  w, K )

Thus we see from (3.22) that the FYf are uniformly bounded in n. Since Sr > 1, the 

Bounding Lemma (lemma A.l) tells us that I t  is finite a.s. with the stated finite 

moments. ■

We now turn the the stronger version of the above lemma alluded to previously.

Theorem 3.14. Fix an e > 0, a starting time to, a S > and assume Ep(u(t0)) is 

finite. Then, there exists a random positive integer time n* such that*

!«(*)& < e-2l'Al(t-to)|u(f0) 1^2 +  ( l  -  (»*-<*-*))+ [„• A (t -  t0)]‘

^The notation {X)+ means X  when X  is positive and zero otherwise. Symbolically, (X )+ =
(Jf) V 0 =  m axpf, 0).
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for edit >  to and E(n*)9 < oo for q 6  (0,p(2£ — 1)).

Proof. Looking at Corollary 3.4, we see that we need only control the last term

in (3.3) to produce the desired result. To do so, we apply the Integral Rounding

Lemma (lemma A.7) to the martingale Me{to,t) =  2 f  e2uXl̂ 3~tô  (u(s), dW(s))i?. In
Jto

the notation of the Integral Bounding Lemma, we have g(s) =  e2"Al(s-4°^u(s). This

gives

['! % ( * ) g  < ET* f 1 e4pi/Al(s-to)ds =  -5 !L  (e4PAi(ti-to) _
Jto Jto  4p i/A i

Thus, if we set / ( r )  =  e2uXlT and 0 = 0 the Integral Bounding Lemma yields the 

following. There exists a positive random integer time n*(e, £0) such that

e ' ^ l  Me(tQ,t) \< e r s

and hence

where r  = n* A (t — to). To complete the proof observe that r —(t — t0) = (n* A (t 

*o)) — ( t~  to) = (n* — (t —10)) A 0 =  (n* -  (t — *o))+- I
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Chapter 4 

Tim e A verages

Throughout our analysis of the dynamics, the need to control various time averages 

arises. Usually, the delicate part of the averaging is a term containing an integra

tion against a Wiener process. If the time averages are running forward in time, as

in the case of I (f(s),dW (s)) | 2 , then the integral is a martingale. The standard 
Jo

IP Maximal inequality (theorem A.5) allows the use of a Borel-Cantelli argument

(lemma A.8) to characterize the time needed to definitively average to within e of

the integral’s mean value. Since the integral is a martingale starting from zero at

t =  0, the mean value is zero. If the averaging is happening backwards in time, as 
f°in J  (f(s),dW (s))i2 , then the process is not a martingale. However, we prove our

own “Maximal Inequality” (lemma A.6) to cover this case. This inequality, as well as

the arguments used to bound integrals of the form I (f(s),dW (s))i2 , is contained
Jo

in appendix A. In this chapter, we use these general results to characterize some 

averaging properties of the SNS equation which form the linchpin in later arguments. 

Since most of the analysis of later chapters will proceed noise realization by noise real

ization, the averaging results of this chapter are the tool used to harness the power of 

the strong uniform bounds, derived in the last chapter, on the expectations of various 

norms.
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4 .1  C haracterizing A veraging T im es 

for E nstrophy

The results of this section rely only on the energy estimates, and thus are equally 

valid on a bounded domain and on the torus.

The time average of the enstrophy will arise frequently in our later analyses so we 

define the following spaces of “well averaging” functions.

=  | / €  C ([ t ,o o ) ;H ‘ ) : | i  jT  |A/(<r)|£a*r -  ~  < e V a >  r |  (4.1)

^ 1(r,£) =  ' [ / e C ( ( - 0 0 , t ] ; H 1) : | i j r ‘ |A/(<7)|£Id c 7 - ^  < £  V s >  r j  (4.2)

Also define =  (J ^ t ( e )  =  |J ft/t(r,£), ffi>t(e) =  P | ^ s(e), and
r r 3>t

— P | ^ g(e). t In words, / $ t(r,e) contains all functions whose time
3<t g

average have definitively reached an e-neighborhood of — by the time t + r. Defini- 

tively in this context means that the time average does not leave the e-neighborhood

at any subsequent time. AVt(e) contains all functions whose time average definitively
£  ^

enter an e-neighborhood of — in finite time. AV>t(e) contains functions which are

in AVt/(e) for any base time tf greater than t. The spaces with the backwards arrow

are exactly the same except that the averaging is performed backwards in time.

The main result of this section is the following description of the behavior of

averages in the SNS equation.

Theorem  4.1. (Enstrophy Averaging)

i) IfEp(t) is finite for some p>  1, then for any e > 0 there exists a random time 

~r*(t, e) such that u € AVt(T*,e) almost surely. In addition, E(T><7) is finite for 

any g € (0,p — 1). Lastly, u € AV>t(e) almost surely.

tWe allow ourselves the abuse of saying that if /  € C  ([to.oo);!!1) then /  € C  ([t,oo);!!1) 
whenever t  >  to-
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ii) I f  u is a bi-infinite solution whose p-th energy moment is bounded at — oo for 

some p > 1, then, in addition to the above conclusions, there exists a second 

random time *r~(t,e) such that u € f f i t(*r’,e) almost surely. Again, E{*rq) is 

finite for any q 6 (0,p — 1). Lastly, u € almost surely.

Most of the work of this proof has already been done in previous lemmas and 

theorems. We need only to string them together.

Proof. First observe that the last claim of items one and two are just restatements of 

fact that the first two claims of each item are true for arbitrary starting times t.

The evolution of J |Am|£2 can be obtained from (3.2). After rearranging and 

switching to integral notation, we obtain equations for the forward and backward 

averages of interest.

+  + (4 , ,

(4 .4)

rti
Here, M(to,ti) denotes / 2{u(t),dW(t))i2. We need to show that the last three

Jto
terms go to zero as r  increases. More precisely, we will find a random time, with 

the needed finite moments, such that each of the last three terms is less than |  in 

absolute value, t, will be the time needed for the 2-th term in question to definitively 

decrease below | .  The arrow will denote if we axe referring to the forward or backward

averaging version of the theorem. In the forward equation, the first term is fixed for

2veall r . We set rj (t,u>) = — ------ . Similarly, in the backwards equation the second
3|it(£)|2terms is constant so we set ^(t,u>) =  —-- L2. The assumptions that E{|u(t)|^} isml/C

finite yields that E{‘fi'p} and E { ^ p} are finite.

Theorem 3.13 gives us the means to control the |u (£±t)|l2 terms. In the notation 

of theorem 3.13, we set r j  =  §, 1) and =  |*rT(£, | ,  1)|. Notice that the
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theorem guarantees that E (t2 ^) and E(<rf9) are finite for any q € (0, p — 1).

Lastly, we address the terms containing M. They will be tamed by use of the

Integral Bounding Lemma from the appendix (lemma A.7). In the notation of the

Integral B o u n d i n g  Lemma, we let g(s) =  u(s), <5=1, and f(s)  =  1. To apply the

lemma, we need f  E |^(s)|^ds < C{jp)\ti — to\0. Since f  E |u(s)|^ < — £0|,
Jto Jto

we take 0 = 1 .  With these choices, the lemma guarantees the existence of new 

times, again denoted i t  and *n, such that M (t,t +  r)| < |  for r  > I t  and 

£|M (t — r,t)\ < |  for r  > |*rT|. The Integral Bounding lemma also states that 

E (|l? |9) < oo and Efl*rf |9) < oo for any q 6 (0,p — 1).

We set T* =  max ( t?, 1%, I t )  and *T = max (lT> For time intervals

greater than these random times, the time averages are less than e as desired. Fur

thermore because max(|X|, \Y\, \Z\)* < (|X| +  |y | +  |^ |)9 < C7(|X |’+|y|«+|Z |»), our 

estimates on the moments of the component random times ensure that E(~r*9) < oo 

and E(<r '9) < oo for any q G (0,p — 1).

Remark: In our calculations, we only made use of the structure of the energy

estimates. As already noted on the torus, the enstrophy equations have the same 

form as the energy equations. Thus on T2, we could repeat all of the calculations, 

obtaining control over the averaging time of the second Sobolev norm, assum ing that 

£i was finite. ■

4.2 D issip ation  R ate

The energy dissipation rate, defined as i/|Au|£2, is the rate at which viscosity is 

removing energy from the system. Looking at (3.2) with p =  1, we see that this is 

a quite reasonable choice of language. The 2i/|Au|£2 is the only term which is on 

average a sink. The dW(t) term can either add or subtract energy at a moment of 

time; however, on average it has zero effect. As discussed in section 2.6, £o =
k
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the average energy influx from the forcing. If the total system energy is not going to

blow up with time, as we have shown it does not, the rate of energy influx had better

balance the energy dissipation. In other words, on average 2v\h.u\£2 should equal £o-

This is exactly what the previous section shows. The time average of |Au|l2 converges 
£

to — so the time average of 2i/|Au|£2 — ► £0.
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Chapter 5

A bsorbing B alls and A ttractors

As we are interested in the long term dynamics of individual solutions, it is natural 

to invoke to concept of an attractor. In this chapter, we discuss this idea in the 

context of a random system. In conjunction with this, we mention the existence of 

an attractor and an invariant measure as proven by Flandoli. We also establish the 

existence of bi-infinite solutions and make a few simple comments regarding their 

connection with attractors.

5.1 A  C om pactness R esu lt

If we are going to endeavor to construct objects which involve taking sequences of 

times heading to infinity, we will need some sort of compactness to keep things under 

control and to ensure something remains in the limit.

This section c o n ta in s a result of Flandoli which shows that the BP-norm at a fixed 

time rem ains bounded for solutions which started sufficiently far in the past from 

initial data taken from a fixed, but arbitrary, bounded set. This is sufficient for our 

needs because, by the Sobolev embedding theorem, in two dimensions any set with 

bounded Ha norm, for any s > 0, is compact in the L2-topology. Such a result is 

often referred to as the existence of an “absorbing ball” in H1.
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Theorem 5.1. (Flandoli)

i) There exists a real random variable r(uj), almost surely finite, such that

sup |Au(0, <.j ; t0, 0) |L 2 <  r  (w) 
to6(—oo,0j

This implies that the family of random variables {u(0,w; f0, 0) : t0 € (—oo, 0]} is 

bounded in probability in the space D(A). Therefore the family of laws associated 

to these random variables is tight$ in the L2-topology.

ii) There exists a random variable p(tv), almost surely finite, such that for F—a.e. 

w € D and for any bounded set B c L 2, there exists a random time t (B ,uj) < 0 

such that for all to < r(B, ui)

sup |Au(0, w; t0, Uo)|l* < p M  
no es

in) In both cases, the random variables are stationary and continuous with respect 

to changes in the time at which the norm is being bounded. (For convenience, 

the theorem is proven for t — 0 but there is nothing special about zero.)

Note: The random variables r(w) and p(ui) are almost surely finite. To the

author’s knowledge, information about their expectations or higher moments is not 

known. As they are constructed in [Fla94], extracting such information seems to 

entail some delicate large deviation calculations.

Proof. See theorem 3.2 of Flandoli in [Fla94]. For a slightly different take on the same 

fact see theorem 15.4.3 of Da Prato and Zabczyk in [DPZ96]. Also see [CDF97], for 

a clean proof in the case of a finite number of forcing Brownian motions. Though

*A sequence of probability measures {/in} is said to be t i g h t  if for each e there exists a compact 
set K  so that (*n(K) >  1 — e for all fin. See [Bil68, Dur96].
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not explicitly stated in the references, continuity and stationarity can be seen by 

examining the proofs. ■

From this compactness result, it is straight forward to prove the existence of at 

least one invariant measure. To prove the uniqueness of the invariant measure is much 

more difficult and, in the general setting, the question is still open.

Theorem  5.2. (Flandoli) The SNS equation (2.5) has an invariant measure.

Proof. The result follows by the Krylov-Bogoliubov method of considering the em

pirical measures produced by time averaging a single trajectory. The critical step is 

the tightness provided by the previous theorem. It guarantees the existence of a limit 

point in the space of measures. See [Fla94], theorem 3.3 for the details. ■

5.2 R andom  A ttractors

This section retells the story contained in [CF94, CDF97, BCF93]. It follows closely 

[CDF97] where they examine the SNS forced by a finite number of Wiener process. 

In the sequel, we will rarely use any of the results contained in this section explicitly. 

Generally when special cases are needed, they are proved for our setting, especially 

since the last reference was not published when this work was started. That being 

said, the ideas contained in this section have certainly guided and influenced our 

investigation and point of view. Thus, it is useful to place them in clear view of the 

reader.

The first question that should be addressed is “Why a random attractor ? Is 

it really necessary to make everything in sight random or is this just an unneeded 

generalization ?” In a deterministic setting, an attractor for a flow <t>(t) is a compact,
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invariant set K  such that

dist(0(t)x, K) —► 0 as t —*■ oo (5.1)

There is nothing ill-posed about this concept in the random setting. The problem is 

that it is too restrictive. Under this definition, attractors would almost never exist in 

the random setting. The same problem exists for many non-autonomous system. In 

fact, the ideas presented in this section, in the random context, have complimentary 

concepts in the study of non-autonomous dynamical systems (see [Vis92]). For a 

fixed cj, we can consider our system as a deterministic, non-autonomous system. 

Because with probability one, a fixed trajectory of our forcing has sections on which 

its magnitude is arbitrarily large, it is hopeless to look for a fixed set into which 

the system moves. This does not mean that there exists no structure in the system. 

Quite the opposite. In many random dynamical systems, different initial conditions 

clump together, moving as one as £ —» oo. In the extreme, all initial conditions can 

collapse onto a single fixed trajectory which continues to move through phase space. 

Though in this case there would be no classical attractor, it would be m islead ing  to 

say there existed no order. Or for that matter, to call the solitary solution, to which 

all initial data converged, anything but an attractor. This case is extreme, analogous 

to a single, attracting, global fixed point in the deterministic setting. However, there 

exists a rich zoology of behaviors between it and the “completely random.” See 

[Bax91, Bax92] for an interesting low-dimensional example one can visualize.

We now borrow the abstract set-up and state the theorems from [CDF97], mo

mentary suspending our previous notations.

Let (X , d) be a complete separable metric space and (fi, T, P, 0t) a probability 

space. Here 9t again stands for a P-ergodic shift on Q. Consider the dynamics 

induced by a family of mappings S(t, s; u ) : X  —► X  with —oo < s < t < oo.
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Condition 5.3. In the following, —oo < s < r  < t  < oo, and x  € X.

i) For a.e. u>, S  is a stochastic semi-flow. That is, with probability one

S(t, r;u;)S(r, s;u;)x =  S(t, s; u))x for all s ,r ,t  and S(t, s;u) = S{t — s, O;03u/) 

with probability one.

ii) S(t, s; u;) is continuous in X.

iii) The mapping uj ► S(t, s ;uj)x is measurable as a map from (Q, T) to (X, ‘B(X)).

iv) With probability one, s ■—*■ S(t, s; u>)x is right continuous.

Note: The stochastic semi-flow ipt,a{v) induced by the SNS satisfies these condi

tions.

Definition 5.4. At the time t, the r a n d o m  o m e g a  l i m i t  s e t  of a bounded set 

B  C X  is the closure of the limit points obtained by “starting B  from —oo” and 

flowing to time t. Symbolically, it is defined as

A{B,t,uj) =  p |  ( J  S(t,s-,uj)B
T<t s<T

Definition 5.5. The r a n d o m  a t t r a c t o r  at the time £, denoted is the

closure of the union of the omega limit sets of all bounded sets in the phase space. 

Again symbolically, we have

A (t,u )=  [ J  A (B ,t,u )
BCX

B  b ounded

Two things might strike a reader, accustomed to the deterministic literature, as

strange about the definition of A(B, t,u>): The first is the notation. The second the

fact that we take time limits going backwards in time while one thinks of an omega

limit set as going forward in time.* As to the notation, we have chosen not to write 
t alpha limit sets are those that go backwards in time. See [GH90, Rob95]
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cj-Iimit set because there are already too many omegas floating around. * The second 

issue is more serious; but in fact, the limit is being taken forward in time; it is all a 

question of reference frames.

We take the opportunity to pause momentarily and describe the author’s mental 

picture of our setting in hopes that it might help at least one person better under

stand. If the reader does not find herself to be this individual, the remainder of the 

paragraph yielding no insight; skip to the next one. Each a; is a long paper tape, 

stretching from —oo to + 0 0 , with the Brownian trajectories on it. If fact, to be more 

accurate we should think of the take as containing the “white noise” trajectories. The 

“white noise” is the derivative of the Brownian trajectories. Since Brownian motion 

is nowhere differentiable, the “white noise’ is a distribution and not a standard func

tion. This leads to complications; the most basic of which is that it is hard to draw 

it on the tape. The main point to take away is that we axe only interested in the 

increments of the Brownian Motions. They contain the information which is used 

to define the Ito integrals. Return to our discussion, each tape has a point in the 

middle marked as an origin. This is time equals zero. Applying the shift 9t to the 

u> means we pick up the origin, move it t units forward in time, and put it down; 

thereby creating a new u j }  The map S(t, s, u j )  uses the information of the Brownian 

increments on the uj  tape between s and t to determine its behavior. The standard 

deterministic definition of the omega limit, set for a deterministic flow </>(£) is

PI U  <Ks)B • (5.2)
T> 0 S>T

If we were to use this definition just sticking in the u j , we see that we would likely get 

the whole space as the limit. Since for each different t, cp(t,uj) would use a different

tWe have already taken U as the domain of our PDE not SI as is common in the PDE literature. 
The joys of working at the intersection of fields.

*If we are visualizing the Brownian trajectories, after s h if t in g , we also subtract the value of the 
noise trajectory so that the path always passes through zero at the origin. This has no effect on the 
dynamics since the stochastic integral depends only on the increments of the Brownian Motion.
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section of the uj  tape at the end of its evolution. Usually, it is the most recent 

forcing which has the most influence, so it would be unreasonable to expect <p(t, u) 

to have much to do with <p(t + 100, u/). However, if we arrange things so that the 

same segment of forcing is always used last then there might be a chance to obtain 

an interesting limit. We use the shift 0t to align the uj tapes. In other words, <p(t, u j )  

and <p(t +  100, fl-ioow) might have something in common, especially in a dissipative 

system. A good example of this is the Omstein-Uhlenbeck process. It particularly 

relevant since the z in our v /z  splitting is an infinite dimensional Omstein-Uhlenbeck 

process. For simplicity, consider the one dimensional Omstein-Uhlenbeck process 

X (t)  satisfying the Ito equation dX(t) =  —aX(t)dt + cdb{t) where b(t) is a one 

dimensional Brownian motion. The solution can be written explicitly as

X(t) =  X 0e~at + c [  e~â ~s)db(s) (5.3)
Jo

Let X ' and X "  be two solution starting respectively from X q and X(j. We see that

X '(t) -  X '\ t  +  100) =  e ^ X '  +  X"e~alo°) + c f  e~a{t~a) (l -  e~al0°) db(s)
Jo
/ t+100

e-°(t- a)d6(s)

The first term goes to zero as t —► oo. However, the second and third terms do not. 

But if we define b(-) =  &(• —100) and X"  as the solution to (5.3) with initial condition 

X q and the shifted Brownian forcing 6, then

X \ t )  -  X"{t +  100) = e-^X 'o  + X"e~al0°) + ce-*  e^dbis) (5.4)
J - 100

The integral in the second term is now fixed for all t so it is driven to zero by the 

exponential as t —* oo. By using the shifted noise b as the forcing, we have aligned 

the forcing so that both solutions use the same forcing at the same moment of time.
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This produces the cancellation which leans to (5.4).

With this image in our mind, we rewrite (5.2) for a random map with the noise 

trajectories aligned:

p |  | J  S(s ,O,0-suj)B  . (5.5)
T>Os>T

Using the last property in part i) of condition 5.3, we transform this to

n  <5-6)
T>0a>T

Finally setting s =  — s and T  = —T  produces

p U 5 (°-5' w)s  (5-7>
T<0 a<T

This is precisely the definition given in definition 5.5 with the base time t picked as 

zero. We could redo the calculation with a different base point if we wanted to do

so. When taking limits, one has the choice to keep the noise tape fixed and change

where on the tape the map takes its forcing or to keep the map fixed and sliding the 

tape around.

Definition 5.6. A random sett K(t, u;) is an a t t r a c t in g  s e t  if for ail bounded set

B C X  and all times t, lim d(S(t,s;u)B , K {t,u )) — 0.*$—♦—00

Definition 5.7. A random stochastic flow is a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  c o m p a c t  if there 

exists a measurable set of full measure fi0> C fi, such that for all t € R and u j  6 Qo> 

there exists a compact attracting set K (t,u ).^
*See [BCF93, Am97, CF94, CDF97] for technical considerations concerning random sets.
*Not to belabor the “frame of reference” comment above, but this is equivalent to

Tlimjd (5(t +  r, s; 8ru>)B,K(t -+- r, 9 t o j ) )  =  0 

^The same idea exists in the deterministic literature. See [Vis92|.
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Theorem  5.8. (Crauel, Debussche, and Flandoli) In the setting described above, as

sume that i)-iv) in condition 5.3 hold. Furthermore, assume there exists a compact 

attracting set K(u>) at time zero. That is for any bounded set B  C X ,

lim d(S(0, s;uj)B, K{lj)) =  0.
S— OO

For notational convenience, let A (B , uj)=A(B, 0, u j ) and A(u>)=A(0, u>). Then, for 

P-a.e. u j  € Cl, the following hold

i) S(t, s ; u j )  is asymptotically compact.

ii) A ( u j )  is a nonempty compact subset o fX , and i fX  is connected, it is a connected 

subset of K {u j) .

Hi) The family A{u>) is measurable.

iv) A(ui) is forward invariant in the sense that for s < t, S(t, s ;u>)A(9suj) =  A{Otuj).

v) It is the minimal closed set such that for all t € R and bounded B C  X ,

lim d(S(t, s;us)B,A(0tUj)) = 0.
8— OO

vi) For any bounded set B  C X , d(S(t,s;uj)B,A(9tuj)) —*■ 0 in probability as t —*■ 

oo.

vii) There exists a bounded set B  C X  such that A{uj) — A (B ,uj).

viii) A (oj) is the largest compact measurable set which is forward invariant in the 

sense defined above.

5.3 S tationary and B i-in fin ite Solutions

In this section, we will construct a stationary random set which contains all of the 

“well behaved” bounded, bi-infinite solutions. In fact, the set we will construct is a
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bit richer than we need. With some additional restrictions, it could be pared down. 

However, for our present needs, it will suffice. In particular, with probability one, 

it will contain all of the trajectories of bi-infinite solutions with bounded energy 

moments at —oo.

To a large extent, we are reconstructing the objects of the last section. Nonethe

less, the change in perspective is instructive and is more in line with the point of view 

of later sections, as the author prefers to think of trajectories stretching from —oo to 

oo. For a fixed u j ,  define

v£'T(u)) =  ju(-) € c ( [ -T ,T \-L2) :3uo 6 L2,t0 < t such that

|uo|l2 < b,u(s,uj;t0,u0) = v(s) V s €  [-T,T] j

Define the norm |u|oo,l2=  sup |u(s)II* . Use the topology induced on C ([—T, T]; L2)
se [-T ,T ]

by this norm. For sufficiently negative t ,  1S%'t ( u j )  is closed in this topology. To see this 

first notice that by theorem 5.1 for sufficiently negative t ,  depending on 6, IAuIqo^ 

is uniformly bounded for all u € ll£’ r M - This implies that if a sequence converges 

to a limit point in the | |oo,L2-topology then the 0 1 norms at each moment of time 

are converging weakly. Thus by lemma B.7 from the appendix, the limit point is
L m

also a solution. Hence 11*’ ( u j )  is closed. Theorem 5.1 also implies, in light of the
l  m

Sobolev Embedding Theorem, that for sufficiently negative £, It*’ ( u j )  is compact in 

this topology.

Set ( u j )  = P | U % ' t .  U.M'( u j )  is again compact and non-empty because it is 
tez , t< -T

the countable intersection of nested, compact, non-empty sets. Let P t ' be the pro

jection of a function defined on a larger time domain onto the time interval [—T \ T']. 

For 7*2 > Ti > T ', observe that C Pr'lf^Tl(u/). Define P r 'l l^ u ;)  as

P | P r'U ^(w ). Since T' was arbitrary and P ^ /P r/ll^ a ;)  = P r"!!^  (a;) for
T eZ ,T > X '

T" > V , the limit 1X (̂0;) is well defined as a subset of C( (—0 0 , 0 0 );L2). Let
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8M = (Ji&M.
6>0

For each noise realization, S(u) contains all of the trajectories a bounded bi-infinite 

stationary solution might take. (S is for “stationary”.) We now catalog some of the 

properties of S(u/).

Theorem  5.9. For almost every u), S(u/) has the following properties:

i) For every t e R ,  S(u;)|t={i/(£) : u(-) G S(u/)} is compact in L2. . We call S(w)|t 

the section of S(u>) at time t.

ii) S(u>) is invariant under conjugation by the shift <££ induced by the flow and 

the shift 9t on the probability space Cl. Since on solutions, the action of

is identical to the standard shift T t , we also have that S (uj ) is invariant under 

conjugation by Qt and Tt. t All this is to say that, for t > 0,

Tt S(u/) =  $?S(uj) =  S {dtu})

Hi) Given Vi,v2 G S(u>), then either v\{s) =  v2(s) as functions in L2 for all s £  

(—0 0 , 0 0 ) or Ui(s) ^  1/2 (5 ) as functions in L2 for all s G (—0 0 , 0 0 ).

iv) On the space S|0 ® fl={(u, a;) : u € S(a/)|0,u; € fl}, the skew product flow ©* is 

defined for all t  G R-* The point is that we can invert the flow arbitrarily far 

back into the past.

v) Given any bounded set B  C L2 and any t\ < t2, with probability one

lim sup |<pt,,(a/)f? -  S(u/)|La =  0 (5.8)
* 0 0  te[ti,t2]

* Recall that acts on functions of time which take values in the state space L2. It is defined 
by ($£t/)(£) = <pt+Tit(u;)u(t). (Tr«)(t) = v(t + r) is just the standard shift of a function. The fact 
that both act in the same way in this setting is pointed out in section 2.11.

R̂ecall, ©t(u,u/) = (<pt(u>)u, dtcj).
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vi) S(u/)|t =  A (t,u ). In words, the section of$(u>) at time t is precisely the random 

attractor defined in section 5.2.

Proof, i) This follows from theorem 5.1 because the initial data is starting at —oo.

ii) First we show that $(£,u/)S(u/) C S(0tu/). Let u(-) G S(uj). This means that 

there exists a b > 0 and a sequence of pairs of times and initial data {(tn, tin)} such 

that tn —► —oo, \un\i? < b, and such that v(s) =  (p ^ i^U n  =  u(s,u;;tn,un) for 

all S > tn. (Ttu)(s) =  (&fv)(s) =  u{s + tiU -^U n) =  u(s, 0tcj; tn -  t,Un) which 

shows that Ttv = G S(8tu>). Now we show the inclusion in the other direction, 

S(8tu>) C $^S(ct/). Now let v(-) G §(6tuj). This means, as before, there exists a b > 0, 

a sequence {(£„, u„)} such that in —*■ —oo, |iin|L2 < b, and that u(s) =  u(s, 8tuj; £„, Un) 

for all s > in. We have v(s) =  u(s + t,ur;in +  t,Un). We recognize this as the 

characterization of functions in <$(£, u;)S(a;) from the argument showing the inclusion 

in the other sense.

iii) Since the functions in S(u/) are defined for all times between —oo and +oo, 

this is a consequence of the backwards uniqueness proved in corollary 2.6.

iv) By ii), the map is surjective on this space. By iii), the map is injective.

v) For a fixed u j , t, and s, ipt,s(u>) is a continuous map on L2. Thus if we can show 

that (ptl<a(uj)x, x  € B, is arbitrarily close to S(^)|ti then we can keep the trajectory 

close over the whole finite time interval. We now borrow an argument from [CDF97] 

and proceed by contradiction.

Assume that there exists a sequence of times {£n}» tn —* —oo, such that |v?tliire(u;):r— 

e as tn —► —oo. But by theorem 5.1 of Flandoli, we know that as tn —* —oo 

the <Pti,tn{UJ)x  stay in a compact set. Hence there must exist an accumulation point 

x, and a subsequence tfn such that <Pti,t?n —* x - This implies that x  G S(ft)|t, which is 

a contradiction.

vi) Since the sections of S(u>) have the invariance property and are compact, 

theorem 5.8 says that A(t,uj) D S'(cj)|t. But since 5(w)|t is closed and attracting, the
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same theorem says that >l(f,u) C 5(w)|( ■

For each u j ,  S ( u j )  is just an amorphous collection of trajectories. Associated to it 

is a natural set-valued stochastic process. This is essentially the attractor defined in 

section 5.2. Later we will want to talk about bi-infinite “bounded” solutions. These 

are stochastic processes which, with probability one, have trajectories in S. To this 

end, we define:

Definition 5.10. S(u/) is the set of all bi-infinite solutions whose trajectories are 

almost surely in S(a>). S0(u;) the set of bi-infinite solutions in S(u/) whose energy 

moments are bounded at —oo. Sim ilarly, Si(u>) are bi-infinite solutions in S(ur) whose 

1-th Sobolev norms have bounded moments at —oo.

We will deal almost exclusively with bi-infinite solutions which have bounded 

energy or enstrophy moments at —oo. That is, we will discuss S 0 (u ;)  or S i ( c u )  respec

tively. This is a natural restriction in light of the following: Recall that theorem 3.1 

implies that if one starts with deterministic initial data in L2 then all moments of the 

energy are bounded for all future times. Thus S o ( u i )  are the processes which started 

from normal circumstances at —oo. Any solution which has some energy moments 

infinite corresponds to some extra randomness injected into the problem. If one starts 

with initial data in H1, comparable statements hold for S i ( u / ) .
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Chapter 6

Phase Space C ontraction and th e  

H igh/L ow  Splitting

The Laplacian term introduces dissipation into the system. This dissipation is one 

of the main organizing forces in the dynamics. If the viscosity is large enough, rel

ative to the mean energy input of the forcing, all trajectories eventually collapse to 

a single, distinguished solution. In other words, the system possess a random at

tractor consisting of a single, random trajectory. This is not too surprising. If the 

random forcing were replaced with a fixed “body forcing” (i.e. time independent and 

deterministic) then, under the high viscosity assumption, the resulting deterministic 

dynamical system would have a globally attracting fix point. In the random setting, 

we are left with a single distinguished trajectory to which all others are attracted.

When the viscosity is decreased, all is not lost. For any viscosity, the dynamics 

of the high (enough) modes are still dominated by the dissipation. To this end, we 

split the spatial Fourier modes into high and low modes. We will show that if one 

specifies the dynamics of the low modes, the high modes will again have the previously 

mentioned contractive behavior in phase space. That is, there will exist an attracting 

high mode solution depending only on the random forcing and the choice of low
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mode dynamics and not on the high mode initial data. This also is not particularly 

surprising either. As one increases the mode under consideration one is in some sense 

increasing the effective viscosity. The contractivity of the high mode dynamics is 

not restricted to the stochastic setting. Any forcing, with certain moments bounded 

uniformly in time, would have this property.

The high/low mode splitting can be used to show that the stationary behavior of 

the system is described by a finite dimensional system whose phase space is the low 

modes. Unfortunately, the resulting low mode system is no longer Markovian but 

rather Gibbsian as it has infinite  memory. Thankfully, the memory is exponentially 

decaying so the system is tractable. This view of the finite dimensionality of the 

dynamics is related to the concepts of inertial manifolds and exponential attractors 

for PDEs, especially the latter (see [CFNT89, Tem88, EFNT94, EFNS93]). There 

has already been some work on inertial manifolds in the random setting (see [BF95, 

Chu95, CG94, CG95]). In contrast to the theory of inertial manifolds or exponential 

attractors, we are less interested in finding a smooth embedded, attracting m anifold  

of minimal dimension. We are more interested in a constructive representation which 

is easily manipulated. Our primary goal is to find a setting of the problem which 

removes us from the vagaries of infinite dimensional probability. In the next phase 

of the investigation, we hope to use the representation described in the latter half of 

the chapter to extract information about the long term behavior of the system.

6.1 The C ontraction  in  P h ase  Space

In this section, we develop the fundamental estimate that we will use to prove the 

high viscosity results. A similar estimate will be the key to analyzing the high-low 

mode system.

We compare two solutions starting from different initial data but subject to the
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same instance of noise. Define p{t\ to, «o) = u(t;to,Uo) — u(t;t0,uo). At times, we

will use the shorthand u(t) for u(t] to, Uq) and u(t) for u(t; to, uo)-

From equation (2.5), we see that p(t) satisfies the following partial differential 

equation

=  —u \ 2p +  B{u, u) — B{u, u)at
= —i/A 2p +  B(u — p,u — p) — B{u, u)

=  -u A 2p -  B(u, p) -  B(p, u) +  B{p, p) (6.1)

This PDE is classical insofar as there are no Ito integrals, only random coefficients. 

Taking the inner product of (6.1) with p and remembering that (B(v,w),w)i? =  0 

Vu, w € D(A) (see lemma B.l, part iv), we arrive at

\ ^ j \ P f a  t o ) \ h  =  - " M l *  ~  { B { p ,  u ) ,  p ) L2 ( 6 . 2 )

The fact that the B(p, p) term vanishes, giving an equation for the difference between 

u and ii which depends only on u, is a particularly nice feature of the 2D Navier 

Stokes equations. This will avoid a few technical issues that arise when doing a 

similar analysis of other PDEs, such as a scalar reaction diffusion equation.

Next recall the estimate (B.2) on |(B(n, w),u)ut\ from the appendix. We use this 

inequality, followed by an application of ab < a2/2e +  eft2/ 2, and lastly the Poincare
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inequality to obtain*

^ I p(<;*°)Il* < -HApli* +705|pMAp|L*|Au|La

5: — ̂ IApIl2 +  2^\P^Jl \^u \vi

M b  (6-3)

M b  • (6.4)

Finally by Gronwall’s lemma*, we arrive at the needed estimate:

Mt;to,«o,So)lL* <  (6.5)

where

r(r;t0,uo) = — f  |Au(s)|£2ds
u LT Jto

(6 .6)

6.2 H igh V isco sity  G ives a  Trivial 

R andom  A ttractor

If one makes the viscosity large enough, relative to the typical size of the forcing, 

dissipation dominates and all solutions are attracted to a single, distinguished solution 

which depends only on the realization of the random forcing. The specific requirement 

on the size of the viscosity is the following:

* Again recall that Q(p) =  ~ \ ^
*See any ODE or dynamics book. For instance [Tem88] p.76 or [Rob95] p.142 or [Har82] p.29
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C ondition 6.1. The mean energy input £0 and viscosity v  axe such that*

<6-7>

Theorem 6.2. Assume condition 6.1 holds. Fix a 6 € (0, Jo) and an initial time to.

i) Let uq 6 L2 be an initial condition, measurable with respect to T-oo^, such 

that E|uo|^i is finite for some p > 1. Let u{t) = u(£; t0, uq) denote the solution 

starting from some other arbitrary initial condition uo 6 L2. Then, there exists 

a positive integer-valued random time ~¥*(6,to, u q ) ,  independent o fu , such that

|u(t) -  u(t)\l* < |uo -  wolL*e-2<5(t-to)

for all t > t0 + In addition, E(~f><7) is finite for any q £ (0,p — 1).

This can be restated, in a perhaps more striking fashion, by

sup |u(£) — u(£;£0,uo)Il2 < r2e_2<5(t_to) (6.8)
uoe®La(uo,r)

for all t > to +  T* and r > 0.

ii) Let u(t) be a bi-infinite solution whose p-th energy moment is bounded at — oo. 

Then there exists a positive integer-valued random time *r~(6, t0, u) such that

sup \u{tQ) -u i to 'X u o )^  < r2e ^  4) (6.9)
«o€®L2 (u(t),r)

for allt <tQ — *r~ and r  > 0. Again, E(*r'g) is finite for q G (0, p — 1).

trThe constant 7 0  is the constant from the bound on the nonlinearity. See lemma B .l. 
tin terms of the stochastic semi-group <p(t, ui), this first conclusion becomes

|(p (r ,u /)u o  -  <  K  -  * o \h e M t
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L2-norm

Figure 6.1: Summary of Theorem 6.2.

Proof. By corollary 3.2, Ep(u(£)) is uniformly bounded for all times greater than t0. 

Setting £ — 80—8, we begin with claim i). By the first part of theorem 4.1, there exists 

a random time with the desired moments, call it ~f*, so that u(t; to, u q )  E AVto( ' f >, e ) .  

This fact implies that T(r; to, tio), defined in (6.6), is bounded below by 8 for r  > "r* . 

Thus estimate (6.5) implies the result. The reasoning for claim ii) is identical except 

that we are now moving backwards in time so we use the second part of theorem 4.1 

instead of the first part. ■

This theorem shows that solutions starting from different initial data, but under 

the influence of the same noise realization, converge to each other. Thus there is an 

insensitivity to initial conditions and the long time dynamics is a functional of only 

the noise realization. This will be made more precise by theorem 6.4.

Corollary 6.3. Under condition 6.1, i f  there exists a bi-infinite solution solution u 

whose p—th energy moment is bounded at —oo for some p > 1, then it is the unique 

bi-infinite solution such that |u(t)|£2 is *cT (e^- ^^) almost surely for some e > 0 .*

Proof. Let u(t) be a bi-infinite solution such that u(t) is *o~ (e^M) where 8' =  So — c. 

We will exploit the estimate in the second part of theorem 6.2. The r  on the right 

hand side in th is  estimate can be taken to be |u(£) — u(£)|lj. We use theorem 3.13 to 

* Recall that /( t )  =  *o~ (g(t)) means that lim =  0OO®' '
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c o n tr o l  |« ( £ ) |l*  a n d  t h e  a s s u m p t io n  t o  c o n tr o l  |u ( £ ) | l 2 g iv in g

r  =  |u(£) -  u(£)|l* < |u(*)|l2 +  |«(t)lL* <  <?iM |t| +  V  (e5 |t|)

Putting this into (6.9), we see that as £ —*■ —oo, |u(£o) — t2(t0) |l2 0 for any arbitrary

fixed t0- Given that the estimate always controls |u(£0) — w(£0)|l2> passing to a sub

sequence of times gives that u(£0) =  u(t0) almost everywhere in the spatial variable. 

Since to was arbitrary, the proof is complete. ■

We now show that the trajectories converge to a single distinguished stationary 

solution which exists from —oo to + 0 0 , making more precise the idea that the long 

term dynamics are a functional of the noise back to —0 0 . We begin by proving a 

theorem used to construct u*.

Theorem  6.4. Under condition 6.1, fix a lattice aZ , a t\ € aZ, and a 6 £ (0,60). 

Given any e > 0, there exists a positive alt-valued random time n*{e,8,t\) such that 

with probability one, for all r  > 0 and all n l tn2 G aZ

r»i, n2 < £1 — n* = »  |u(£i -I- r; r»i, 0) — u(ti -I- r; n2, 0 ) | l2 < ee-,jT .

Furthermore, n*(uj) is a stationary random variable with all moments finite.

ti2

Figure 6.2: Summary of Theorem 6.4.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we take t\ =  0. Also throughout the proof, the 

letter n, with all of its various ornamentations, will always be aZ-valued. Similarly, 

m  will always be an integer. Define u q (n, u j )  =  u(n , u;;  n — a, 0) for n <  0. The 

sequence tto(n) forms a stationary sequence of random variables. For m  < 0, let 

=  aTbound({'Uo(am,a/)}, The definition of T6oim<f(-, •) is given at the

start of the appendix; however, in words it is defined as the first integer moment of 

time such that the first sequence is smaller that the second sequence for all subsequent 

integer times. In short, it is the nearest integer moment of time when the second 

sequence overtakes the first.

Set 5' = 50 — S. By theorem 4.1, there exists a random time tw in) = ~r*{n, S'), 

such that u(-;ti,0) € AV„(tAV(n), S'). ~r* and AV were defined in theorem 4.1. In 

words, £av(™) is the time needed for the average enstrophy of a solution, starting 

from 0 at time n, to definitively enter a S' interval around its mean. Since our 

initial data is zero at time n, all moments of the initial data are trivially finite. 

Hence, theorem 4.1 also implies that all moments of £av(^) are also finite. By the 

first corollary to the Bounding Lemma, contained in the appendix (lemma A.l), 

n\ =  acTbomcitttwictm)}, |am|) has all moments finite. Define n* = min(n2, n*). 

Because max(X, Y)p < (X  + Y)p < CP(XP + Y p), n* has all moments finite since 

and n* do. Putting everything together and using the estimate (6.5) produces

|u(0;n,0) — u(0;n — 0,0)1^ =  |u(0;n,0) -  u(0;n,uo(ri) )£* < uo(w)e_J,n|

< e<5a|n|e-flB|

^The tomfoolery with a  is just to rescale time because the Bounding Lemma is written for 
sequences indexed by integers.
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for n <n*. And hence, for n',n" <  n* <  0 <  r, we have the needed estimate

|u (t;  n', 0) -  u ( t ] n", 0 )|£2 <  e ^  |u(0; n , 0) -  u(0; n — 1 ,0)|£2
nG oZ,n<n*

< ee-^S2 J™  x e '^ d x  = = e e '*

■

Note: W ith  more work it is plausible th at we could show  th at for any real tim e 

before th e random tim e, not ju st an integer tim e, the so lu tion  starting from zero 

contracts as desired. T h is would involve com paring stochastic integrals w ith  slightly  

different integrands. Though th is result would be more satisfying, it is not needed  

in the sequel and its proof would further obscure the general line which remains, at 

best, relatively clear above.

W e are now in a  p osition  to  prove the existence and attracting  properties o f the 

distinguished solution alluded to  before which we w ill denote by u*(t,uj).

Theorem  6.5. If condition 6.1 holds and 5 is chosen in (0, 6q), then there exists a 

unique bi-infinite solution u* : (—oo, oo) x ft —► L2 of the SNS such that:

i) um(t,uj) is a stationary stochastic process with values in M1 .*

ii) For any time £0 6 R, there exist integer random times ~f?m(t0,6) and *n*(t0,6) 

such that

sup |u(£; t0, Uq) -  u*(t)|L2 <  r e -<S(t-to)

sup K to jt'jU o) -  u *(*o) |l2 <  r e _<5,t,-to1
ttoe®L2(«’ (‘').r)

fWe emphasize that by stationary we mean strictly stationary, not just moment stationary. 
Recall that <p(t,u) is the stochastic semi-flow defined by tp(t,ut)uo =  u(t, u/;0,uo) and that 0(s) is 
the P-ergodic shift on the Wiener space. For stationarity, we require that <p(s,0tcj)um(t,u>)(==V(s +  
t , t ,u)um(t,uj)) =  u*(t,6(s)u). This can be restated as u*(t +  s,u») =  u*(t,fl(s)o;).
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for r > 0, t > to + it*  , and tf < £<) — *n*. In addition, It*  and *n* have all 

moments finite.

iii) Ep(ix*(*)) G L°°(—oo, oo) or equivalently u* has bounded energy moments at —oo. 

Also, Wx(u*(-)) G Ll(to,ti) for any —oo < t0 < ti < oo. On the torus, we know 

more. Let l-max =  sup{Z: £f < oo}. Iflmax > 1 then:*

(a) Wp(ti*(-)) G L°°(—oo, oo) for all p > 0.

(b) I f I < Imax, thenE\Alu*(-)\l2 G L°°(-oo,oo) an</E|Ai+1tx*(-)|^ € L ^ to ,^ )  

again foi— oo < t0 < ti  < oo. Thus, with probability one, as a function of 

the spatial variable, u*(t,u) G C*max-(1+£) for any e > 0.

Figure 6.3: Summary of Theorem 6.5.

Proof. Pick an a  G R+. Let n\ be an arbitrary element of otL. Define Un(t,uj) = 

u{t,w,n\ — n, 0) for n G aZ + and t > ni. By theorem 6.4, we see that the 

{tin}, restricted to the time interval [ni,oo), form a Cauchy sequence in the space 

C'Cfn^oo),!,2) under the norm |u|oo,l2=sup|u(s)|l2 . This space is complete. Define
3>ni

u*(t,u>) to be the limit for t> n \ .  Since n\ was arbitrary this defines u*(t,u>) for ail 

time.

For any fixed T  > nx by theorem 5.1, we see that limsup|Atin(s)|L2 < K (u ,T )
n

almost surely, for some random K  and all s G [r»i,T]. This gives that |Au*|l2 < K  

tRecall that £/ =  E ^ ik fc l2-
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almost surely, which means it* 6 C([n1,oo);H1). This also shows that the {u„} 

converge to u* weakly in H1. We already know that the {tin} converge strongly to 

u*{t,uj) in L2. Hence by lemma B.6, is a weak solution to the SNS equation.

Since u* 6 C'([ni , oo);!!1) almost surely, it is in fact a strong solution to the integral 

equation.

Because each u„ starts from zero, theorem 3.1 shows that for each p, Ep(un{t)) 

is bounded uniformly in both t and n. Thus, Ep(u*(t)) is bounded uniformly in £, 

t £ (—oo, oo). This uniformity allows us to apply theorem 6.2 which proves the two 

statements about balls in phase space being exponentially attracted to u*.

Similarly, the regularity espoused by claim iii) is just the regularity of the Un 

transfered to it*. Since the initial conditions of the Un are in H1, their regularity is 

given by corollary 3.11 and 3.12.

Lastly, we must show that u* is stationary. Observe, that by construction u*(t,u) 

is stationary under shifts of length a.

<p(a,uj)u*{t,uj) = u*(£ + ct,u) =  lim u{t +  a , a/; t — n, 0)
n —*—oo 
n e a Z

= lim u(t,9Qu-,t — n + a ,0 )= u*{t,9Qu))
I t—►—OO
n e a Z

Since a  was arbitrary, for another a  6 R+ we could construct u* corresponding to the 

lattice ciL. Again u* would be a strong solution, with Ep(it*) uniformly bounded in 

time and stationary relative to shifts of length a. Yet, by corollary 6.3, because both 

u* and u* have uniformly bounded energy moments, they must be identical. Thus u* 

is stationary relative to any shift. ■

The above theorem really characterizes the dynamics in the high viscosity regime. 

We now state two consequences of the theorem.
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Corollary 6.6. Under condition 6.1, S0(u/) consists of a single bi-infinite solution, 

namely the u*(t,u>) from theorem 6.5. In the parlance of random attractors, the 

system’s random attractor consists of a single point which diffuses through time.

Proof. This is just a restatement of parts of theorem 6.5 in different language. ■

Corollary 6.7. Under condition 6.1, the SNS equations possess a unique measure 

invariant under the Markov semi-group P* associated to the stochastic semi-flow 

(p(t,u/).*

Proof. Given what we know, there is likely more than one way to proceed. For 

instance, there are results about invariant measures being supported on attractors or 

about the disintegration of objects invariant under the skew flow. All that having 

been said, we proceed directly.

Let fi be an arbitrary invariant probability measure. We know at least one exists 

by theorem 5.1. Pick an arbitrary /  6 C6(L2). The definition of n  being invariant 

gives that for every t > 0,

f  f(x)dn(x) =  f  f  f  (tptio(uj)x)dP(uj)dp.(x) = f  [  f{<p-t,o{Q-tu)x)d&(u)dii(x) . 
J L 2 JL 2 JL 2 JSl

Since 6t is measure preserving, we have

=  [  [  /(</?-M>Ms)dP(a;)d/z(x) •
Ji? Ja

*Pt is constructed by (Pt/)(x ) =  E(ip(t,ui)x) =  E /(u (t,w ;0,x)) for /  e  C&(L2). P* is the 
dual action defined on the space of measures defined by /  /(x)d(P*/i)(x) = f  (Ptf)(x)dfi(x). This 
should be contrasted with the stronger condition of being invariant under the skew flow defined by 
0(t)(x,w ) =  (<p(t,w)x,0(t)uj).
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By theorem 6.5, <̂ _t,o(u;)x t~>°°> tt*(0, o>) in L2. Since /  is continuous, this implies

that f(ip -tio(uj)x) -----► /(tz*(0,u/)). Now since /(•) is bounded, we can move the

limit as t —*• oo through the integrals. Continuing, we have

= lim f  f  /(<p_t,o(u/)x)dP(u;)d/z(x) =  f  f  /(u*(0,u/))dP(u/)d/z(z) 
t—°0 A 2 A  A 2 A

«fc(*) =  E /(« '(0))

So we conclude that for an arbitrary invariant measure /z,

[  f(x)dti(x) =  E/(u*(0)) V /e C 6(L2)
A 2

Since the right hand side does not depend on /z, all invariant measure are identical. ■

6.3 T he H igh /L ow  S p littin g

We will now define a splitting of the Fourier space into “high” and “low” modes and 

derive an estimate analogous to (6.5). For a fixed No, we define the low modes as 

the space spanned by the first No eigenvectors. The high modes are the orthogonal 

complement of this space, that is, the span of the eigenvectors after the iVoth one. 

More formally, for any space X  ( usually L2 or H1) we define

X h = : v e  X }

X t = {P tv : v e X }

where P*v =  (v , e*)L2efc and P hv =  (I -  P*)v =  ^  (v> efc>L2efc.
k<N0 k>Na

Let it be a fixed solution to the SNS equation whose domain of definition contains 

the time interval [to, oo). Denote by £ the projection of it onto the low modes, namely 

i  = P iu. Similarly, let h =  P Aiz. Relative to this fixed low mode trajectory, we can
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define dynamics on the high mode space L2/, with I  viewed as an exogenous “forcing”. 

The equation governing these dynamics is

dh =  [v \2h -  PhB{h, h) -  P hB{l, h) -  P hB{h, 1) -  P hB{t, I)] dt + dPhW(t) 

h(to) = ho € L2h (6.10)

In general, solutions to (6.10) need not be solutions to the SNS equation. However if 

one sets the initial data to that dictated by u(to)> namely ho = Phu(tQ), one obtains 

a high mode, solution to the SNS equation corresponding to the low modes i. Later 

we will show that if No is chosen sufficiently high, then in some sense there is exactly 

one high mode solution corresponding to the given low mode “forcing” so that the 

two together are a solution to the SNS equation. In fact, this high mode solution 

is globally attracting. In other other words no matter what initial data is taken for 

the highmode system (6.10), the long-term dynamics will be given by by a single 

trajectory which depends only on t.

We will investigate the difference between h, the high mode solution associated to 

£, and h, an arbitrary solution to (6.10). Let p(t) =  h(t) — h(t). The difference obeys 

the following random PDE*

^  =  - v \ 2p -  [PhB(i, p) +  PhB(p, £) +  P hB(h, h) -  P hB(h, h)] . (6.11)

Paralleling the calculations in (6.1) and (6.2) produces

\p\h (6-12)

tWe use the term random PDE to mean there are random elements in the equation but no Ito 
integrals so the regular rules of calculus apply. In contrast, as stochastic PDE has ltd term so one 
must respect the rules of ltd calculus.
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For an arbitrary function / ,  the best lower bound on Q(/)* is Ai by means of the 

Poincare inequality. However because p is in the high mode space L2*, Q(p) is 

bounded from below by A^+i- It is precisely here that we see that the dynamics 

of the high wave numbers is analogous to the dynamics at high viscosity. Continuing, 

we obtain

<  - I P \ l  (6-13)

and thus

\p(t;to,vo,ik)\b ^  e ' ^ ^ o ^ ^ l p o l 2,. (6.14)

In this setting, we have defined

rjvbCn^fio) =  I'A/vb+i - — [ - / *  |Au(s)|£2ds (6.15)
v l T Jto

6.4  F in ite  D im ensionality  o f th e  D ynam ics

We now consider the effects of the dissipation for arbitrary viscosity u and mean 

energy influx £o- Using the estimates of the previous section, we make rigorous the 

idea of “high enough” modes acting like they are at “high viscosity”. The following 

condition gives the criteria for splitting the spatial Fourier modes into “high” and 

“low” modes in such a way so that the high modes are completely contracting.

Condition 6.8. For a fixed mean energy input £o and viscosity u, No is an a d m is 

s i b l e  SPLITTING LEVEL if

• w ,  >  <=*• ^  >  0 (6.16)

t Recall th a t Q( / )  is the  quotient norm defined by
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For the remainder of the section, let N0 denote a fixed integer so that the splitting 

is admissible. Then in the notation of the previous section, we decompose the phase 

space L2 into L2* x L2/,. The next theorem shows that the long term dynamics of 

the high modes are determined by the low modes dynamics and the specific noise 

realization.

Theorem  6.9. Assuming we have a high/low splitting satisfying condition 6.8, fix 

a 5 6 (0, 6n0)j a time t0, and solution u(t,u>). Set £(t) = Ptu(t) and denote by

h(t; t0, ho) the solution to (6.10) with initial data ho €E L2/, and “forcing” £. Let h(t)

denote P/,u(t).

i) I f u(t) is defined on [to. oo) with Ep(u(t0)) finite for some p > 1, then there 

exists a random time ~T*(6,to,u(to)) so that

sup |h(t) — h(t; t0, ho)\12 < re-2<5(t-to) (6.17)
fco€®L2h (Ao,r)

for all t > to +  T* and r > 0. Also, E(T*<7) is finite for any q e  (0,p — 1).

ii) Ifu(t) is a bi-infinite solution whose p-th energy moment is bounded at — oo for 

somep > 1, then there exists a positive, integer-valued random time t0,u) 

such that

sup |h(t0) — /fc(to;t, ho)\f2 < re-a5(to-t) (6.18)
fco € S L2 h(fc(t),r)

for all t < to — *r~ and r > 0. Also, E(*t~v) is finite for any q € (0, p — 1).

Proof. As this theorem is essentially identical to theorem 6.2, the proof is almost 

exactly the same. The only difference is that we use (6.14) in place of the estimate 

in (6.5). The two estimates have the same form, differing only in the equations to 

which they refer; (6.5) refers to the full SNS and (6.14) to the stochastic high mode 

system forced by a fixed low mode solution. ■
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The next theorem, which follows easily from the last, gives the exact sense in which 

the state of the system is uniquely specified by the noise realization and the low mode 

trajectory back to — oo. We begin with a definition of the low mode solutions we allow 

to be used as forcing.

D efinition 6 .1 0 . A function £ : (—00, t] x  —► L2* is sa id  to  b e  an ADMISSIBLE 

low  m ode trajectory if  there ex ists  a bi-infinite solution  u(t,uj) € So(u;) such th at  

P  eu(t) = £(t).

We will denote by Sq(u;) the space of admissible low mode solutions.

Theorem  6 .1 1 . Assume the high/low mode splitting is such that condition 6.8 holds.

. Fix a choice of admissible low modes £(t,u) £  Sq(u/).

i) There is a unique high mode trajectory h : (—00, t] >—► L2  ̂ so that u = £ + h is 

a solution to the SNS equation with u € So(w). Furthermore for almost every 

tu £ Q and each moment o f time t, h(t, u j ) can be constructed knowing £(s, u j ) 

for all times less then t.

ii) Fix a time to and a S 6 (0,5^0). From part i) above, there exists a unique h, 

so that £ + h solve the SNS. Set u(t, u j )  = £{t, a;) +  h(t, u j )  . Let (6, £0 , w) and 

~t* (5, to, u) be the random times defined in theorem 6.9. In this setting, they 

have all their moments since processes in So(u/) have bounded moments at —00 .

Let h(t, u j \ £ 1 , 0) be the solution to the high mode system with forcing £ starting 

from zero initial data at an initial time £ 1 . The following two bounds show how 

quickly h converges to the true high mode solution h.

(a) I f t  > to +  T* then

P{|h(£,a;) -  h(t,u j;to ,0)\l2  >  a }  <  .
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}I

I f  t < to — *t~ then

p{|h(£0,u/) - h ( t0,uj;t, 0)|£2 > a} < —e- 2p6 \t-to\

The non-random constants ^ u“ ’°° are independent of time and depend only 

on u, and {<rn}. They defined in corollary 3.2.

(b) Assume we are given a function b(t,u>) such that with probability one 

|u(*>^)Il2 < b{t,uj). I f t > t 0 + ~r*

|h(£,u/;£o,0) -  h(£,u/;£o, 0 ) | L2 <  &(£0)e_*,t_to1 a.s. .

I f t< to  — *T

|h(£0,c«;) -  A(to,w) | L2 < a.s. .

Proof, i) Since £ was admissible, there exists at least one solution u G So(u;) so that 

£ =  P/u. We will prove the uniqueness of u by contradiction. We will show there 

can not be another solution in So(u/) corresponding to £. Let u be another bi-infinite 

solution in So(w) such that P*t2 = £ but £t(£0) ^  u(£0) almost surely for some time to. 

Pick a <5 G (0, <5at0+i) and let *^(6, £0,u) be the random time defined in theorem 6.9. 

Letting h denote Pj»u, estimate (6.18) gives for t < to — *r~

|u(£0) -  w(£o)|l* =  IM*o) -  h(£o)|L2 < Ih(t) -  h ( t ) (6.19)

Since u G So(u/), it has bounded energy moments at —oo. By theorem 3.13, we see 

that h(t) and h(t) grow as polynomials in £ as £ goes to —oo. Since for almost every 

u/, \h{t)— h{t)\ut < |u(£)|L2 + |ti(£)|L2 = *o~ ({to — t)a), for some a  > 0, equation (6.19) 

shows that |u(£o) — u(£0) |l2 goes to zero as £ goes to —oo. This is a contradiction,
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hence u is unique.

We now turn to constructing the high mode state given the low mode states for 

all previous times. Let us find the values of the high modes at a time to- Because 

£(t,u/) was admissible, there exists an unique u 6 S0 so that £ = P tu. Our goal 

is to construct the matching high mode trajectory h = P^tx. Of course, we do not 

know u  and h, only that they exist and are unique. We will construct a sequence of 

solutions that will converge to h(t, uj) with probability one. To do so, we will use only 

knowledge of £ and the forcing before the time tQ. .

Let hn(t) be the high modes obtained by starting with initial data zero at time 

t0 — n  in the “high mode forced system”, (6.10), with £ used as the forcing. In other 

words, hn(t) = h(t,uj] t0 — n, 0). Again invoking theorem 3.13, there exists a random 

time IT (to) such that |u(i)|£2 <  |t — to| for t < t0 — *n. Using the estimate (6.18) 

from theorem 6.9 in conjunction with this one yields

|h(*o) ~  hn(to)\l2 < |h(t0 -  n)l^e-2*1 < ne~2Sn

for n < *n. Thus as n —> oo, hn(t0) converges to h(t0).

ii) Since £ was admissible, we know that u has bounded energy moments at —oo. 

By corollary 3.2, its p-th moment is bounded by Ê 101’00. First we prove the claims 

about the probabilities of deviation. In both cases, we use the estimates from theorem 

6.9. Since we are comparing only two solutions, we take r  to be their separation at 

the appropriate moment of time. In the case of going forward in time this is the 

initial time to and when going backwards, it is the time t. Since by construction, 

the approximating solution h is zero at the moment when r  is defined, r is simply 

the L2-norm of the true high mode solution h, that is |/i|£2. However since we know 

a bound on h's energy moments, we can use Chebyshev’s inequality to control the 

probability of a deviation of a given magnitude. Stringing this all together in the
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moving forward in time case gives, for t > t Q + ~f*, 

p{|h(£,u/) -  h(t,uj;to,0)\l2 > a |  =  p{|/i(*o,u>)Il2 > ae2<J(t_to)} < e-2<J(‘_£o)

Moving backwards in time is completely analogous, differing only in that the roles of 

to and t  are switched.

In light of the above discussion, the almost sure statements are truly just restate

ments of the conclusions in theorem 6.9. ■

6.5 D istribution  o f T rajectory D ifferences B etw een  

H igh and Low M odes

Let u(t) and u(t) be two solutions to the SNS equation. As described above, split each 

solution into its “high” and “low” mode portions relative to an admissible splitting. 

We write u — (£, h) and u =  (£, h). We will show that two distinct low modes £ 

and £ on average cannot stay too near each other. Equivalently, only so much of the 

energy difference can, on average, be concentrated in the high modes. How much is 

“too much” will be made precise below. In the following, we assume that Aj < — —.2I/3
Otherwise, the system would satisfy condition 6.1 and theorem 6.5 would describe 

the dynamics better than the following theorems.

Letting p = u — u, observe that

Q ( p )  >  A i f f ( t )  +  AN0+ i L ( t )

where

L(t) = -------------------------- ^  H (t)    \h - h \h  _
\ * - P \ v  +  \ h - h \ l  \ £ - P i v  +  \ h - h f o
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Notice that L(t) is just the fraction of energy in the low modes and H(t) the fraction 

in the high modes. Thus L(t), H(t) € [0,1] and L{t) =  1 — H[t).

Whenever we obtain information about the quotient norm Q (p), we can apply it 

to (6.3) to learn something interesting. Notice that we are investigating the difference 

of two solutions, not the quotient norm associated with a single trajectory discussed 

in the energy estimate chapter.

Rewriting (6.5) in light of the above estimate produces

Ip(t) \ L 2 <- \p{tQ) | L2 exp u{t - 10) [Ai J  L(s)ds +  XNo+l j  H(s)ds

<6 - 2 0 >

^  \p{ta)\i? exp v(t — t0) |\vb+i — (Aw0+i — Ai)^——— J  L(s)ds

Define {(X))^ =    I X(s)ds. We allow s to —oo and t to be oo with the
t SJs

average defined as the limit of the finite time averages. Since L and H  have a bounded 

range they are clearly in L l with respect to any probability measure on L2. Hence 

the ergodic theorem tells us that the infinite time averages exist almost surely.

Theorem  6.12. Let u and u be two distinct, as L2 functions in space*, bi-infinite 

solutions which have bounded p-th moments at —oo for some p > 1. Then with 

probability one, for all t x € R,

AtVq+1 ~  f£ //rrwti ^ f? ~ Ai> - — - — ~  and m ) % > <
'Wo+1 ~  Ai 00 Â 0 + 1  — Ai

Proof. The two inequalities are equivalent because L(t) =  1 — H(t). We will assume 

that u and u  violate the inequalities for some time t\ and then show that the two

*By “equal as functions in L2v, we mean that they agree for almost every x in the spatial domain 
(T2 or D)  with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the domain.
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solutions must be identical as functions with values in L2.
\_____ \   £p

Pick a S G (0, - —+1— Note that Na+l— is positive by our assumptions 
A/V0+ 1 — M  * N o + l —  A i

on Ai and Aw0+i- By the theorem’s assumption, there exists a time Ti such that
  Eo

((L))£ < 0+1----^  for all t7 < ti — Ti- In addition by theorem 4.1, there exists
AiVo+i — Ai

a so that

Av„+i -  (AWo+1 -  A|)((Xi)>|i -  > i

for £" < ti — max(<:T, Ti). Looking at (6.21), we see that for f" < ti — max(4r ',  n ),

Theorem 3.13 shows that |u(£")|l2 +  (^(t77) |l» grows at most polynomially almost 

surely. Hence if we take tV  back to — oo, we conclude that |p(ti) | L2 =  |u(fi)— u ( £ i ) | l *  =  

0 with probability one. Since u and u coincide at time £i they agree for all future 

times. Lastly note that if ((L))!^ < C  then it follows that ( (L ))^  < C for any 

^  < ti because we can neglect any finite section at the start of the average without 

changing the limit. Thus, we can apply the above arguments at any time before t\. 

At this point, we could have also used the backwards uniqueness result, corollary 

2.6. ■
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Chapter 7 

E xponential Spatial Fourier D ecay

In this chapter, we explore the spatial decay of the spatial Fourier modes under the 

assumption that the noise is very smooth. The exact assumption on the noise will 

differ in the two sections. In the first, we assume that the a* decay faster that e-/3'fcll+'. 

In the second, it will be assumed that all but a finite number of the a* are zero. In 

both cases, we prove that the spatial Fourier modes decay exponentially in |A:| at any 

instant of time after the initial moment. The specifics will vary, but in both sections 

the general approach will be to bound the value of a time-inhomogeneous norm whose 

finiteness implies exponential spatial decay. This approach to Gevrey regularity seems 

to have originated with Foias and Temam in [FT89]. It has been applied to a number 

of systems [FT98, DT93] and adapted to extract related information, such as the 

smallest length scale (see [DT95]).

In the course of our investigations, we obtained three proofs giving exponential 

decay. We will present the last two. After both, we will give an indication of how 

they might be improved.

Before beginning, we should explain why we present two different proofs, especially 

given that the second one is less general than the first. The reason lies with the first 

proof proven chronologically, a proof which we do not present here. This first proof
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was an adaptation of the estimates of Doering and Titi presented in [DT95, DG95]. 

We split the system into the linear process z and the remainder v as described in sec

tion 2.9 and succeeded in controlling the blow-up of a special norm on small intervals 

of time over which z was uniformly bounded. The finiteness of this norm implied ex

ponential decay. However, we were disturbed by the fact that our exponential decay 

rate had to be chosen differently depending on the time interval because it depended 

on the bound on z. Thus, it was a random quantity which varied with time. We had 

expected the constant in front of the exponential to be random but that the decay 

rate would be deterministic. This is the situation with the linear Omstein-Uhlenbeck 

process z  (assuming of course that the forcing decays faster than exponentially). This 

“failure" prompted us to look for other proofs.

Thinking that it might be our method, we simplified the forcing to contain only a 

finite number of modes and attempted a more detailed analysis. The fruit of the foray 

is the second proof. Taking our gloves off, we decomposed the original equations into 

equations for the maximum of the Fourier modes in each dyadic annulus in Fourier 

space. Then using the extra freedom of dealing with objects local in Fourier space 

and not a global norm, we tried to obtain a non-random decay rate. In the end we 

failed. This may be because we made some rather brutal estimates but along the way 

there were some indications that the problems are intrinsic to the equations.

Once we were resigned to having the decay rate fluctuate, we derived a new result 

assuming explicitly that it fluctuated in time. After setting the stage in the next 

section, this third proof will be presented. It is notable for the way in which it 

avoids using a nonlinear Gronwall estimate. This approach produces estimates whose 

moments axe easier to control. It seems likely that this technique would be useful in 

other stochastic settings.
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7.1 O n th e Torus

Through out this chapter, we will be working exclusively on the torus T2. The reasons

are two fold. We will be making very explicit manipulations in various section. The

Fourier basis on the torus provides a framework in which the calculations are tractable.

Secondly, when calculating with the velocity field, we often deal with operators which

have been projected onto the space of divergence free vector fields. On the torus, the

projection commutes with the Laplacian. This is not true on a general domain. We

do not know how to complete some of the calculations without this freedom.

For simplicity, we fix the torus to be [0, 2tc\ x  [0, 2tt], We will use subscripts to

denote the Fourier components and index them by Z2, not linearly with Z+, as in

previous chapters. Hence u = and Au =  ^  |fc|tifce*.
ifeez* *ez2

7.2 E xponential D ecay  : “T hird” P roof

This section culminates in the proof of theorem 7.5, which gives reasonably “user- 

friendly” control of the decay rate of the solution’s spatial Fourier modes. This is 

necessary because these decay results are meant to be used to prove other results 

about the qualitative nature of the dynamics. As such, we will need to estimate 

the quantities in the bounds. Almost sure finiteness is likely to be insufficient. We 

begin by splitting the solution u into a linear auxiliary process z and the remainder 

v = u — z. This decomposition is discussed in section 2.9. The main advantage is 

that the equation for v is a standard PDE with random coefficients. It does not 

contain any ltd differentials and thus standard PDE attacks may be levied without 

modification.

We write the equations governing the time evolution of the norm |Are r(t)Au|22. 

This exotic, time dependent object is best understood in Fourier space. The Fourier
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multiplier of the operator AreT̂ A is simply |fc|reT***, so Arer(£)Att = y^|fc|rer*̂ Ufcefc .
k

This norm is useful because if at some moment of time |ArerAv(t)|£2 < K, then this 

implies that the spatial Fourier coefficients of v decay exponentially. To see this, take 

any k € Z2 and observe that

|fcreT|fc||vfc(t)|2 < =  |AreTAu(t)£a < K
i

and hence

M t)l2 <

It should be mentioned that estimates of the type used in this section could be applied 

directly to u. This would lead to better estimates of the various quantities. In other 

words, an analysis in the spirit of the energy estimates from chapter 3 should be 

possible. One can write the estimates and arrive at two coupled SDEs. It seems 

reasonable to expect that with a combination of comparison results and localization, 

one could show that the system is well posed for all time. The author has made some 

preliminary  progress in this direction but it is still too early to proclaim success.

Thus, we resign ourselves to the z/v  splitting. The splitting does have an advan

tage. It lends itself to proving long time results which are uniform over initial data. 

Though we do not present it here, one can using the estimates and techniques of this 

section prove a result in the spirit of Flandoli’s result given in theorem 5.1.

7.2.1 Some Estimates of the Nonlinearity

As usual, any new result for the SNS originates from a bound on the nonlinearity. 

Since we plan to chart the evolution of the norm |AreT̂ At;|L2 =  (AreT̂ Av, AreT̂ Au)i2 , 

we will need to estimate the effect of the operator AreT̂ A on the nonlinear term. The
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estimate which will eventually be used is (7.7) of corollary 7.2. We begin with two 

preliminary estimates used to build the latter ones.

Lemma 7.1. Assume that r  > 0.

i) I f r  > 1 , y G D(Ar+5erA), v G D(Ar+*eTA), and z  G D{Ar+^erA) then

|(ArerAB(y,2 ), ArerAu>L2| < C|Ary|L2|Aru|L2|Ar+1z|L2

+  C r |A r+ *erAu|L2 [jAry |i2 |A r+5z |L2 +  |Ar+ ^y |i2 |A r+I.z|L2

+ | ArerAy |La | Ar+* eTAz|La +  |Ar+1erAz|La|Ar+5erAy|L2]

ii) (Levermore and Oliver) I f r  > | ,  y G D(Ar+*eTA), t; G D(Ar+lerA), and y is 

mean zero and divergence free, then

\(ArerAB(y,v)1AreTAv)L2 \ < C|Ary||Aru|2

4- C r [|ArerAy|La|Ar+^erAu|L2 + |Ar+5erAy|L2|ArerAv|L2|Ar+V Au|La]

Proof The first part of the lemma is a slight extension of the lemmas of Levermore 

and Oliver [L097] and Constantin and Foia§ [CF88]. The second part of this lemma 

is, in fact, Levermore and Oliver’s original lemma.

i) To simplify notation, in the following we set C =  ATerAv.

£  £ ( %  •*)(*• a )
Jfcez2 i+j=k

(7.1)

* Actually more of an interpolation between, filling in what they skipped over.
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By comparing Taylor’s series*, one sees that for any non-negative a, ea < 1 +  

a e a . Thus < 1 +  r|Ar|eT*fcl and |Ct| <  |Ar|r |vfc|(l 4- rlArle^) < |Ar|r |ufc| + r|A;||0fc|- 

Continuing,

< c ^ £  t e ik ik i i* r i f c i ri ( i + ’- i» i ik i ic * i i i i i* r I + r | B i k i i c , i i i i i t r ie’«
fcez2i+i=ik

=CE E w+m +( i n )  (72)
fc i+j=*

We deal with each of the three terms individually. Using the fact that |fc|p <

C p ( b lp +  l*lp)> w e h av e

(i) < c  E E iwiNiwimur+uni'i •
iez2 iez2

k=l+j

Separating the sums and using Cauchy-Schwartz on each term gives

^ ( E  |/ |N |A '! ,|,, |A ^ |L.)  +  < ? ( E  tel|Ar+*z|t . |A ^ |l , )  (7.3)
(ez2 jez2

Since we have assumed r > 1, we see, again by using Cauchy-Schwartz, that

Erow ̂  E nF|i|r+1w s (Eii^)4(Eiii2(r+1)Ni2)* 2  ciAr+iz| (7.4)
iez2 /€Z21 1 iez2 1 1 /ez2

E w s E npb-riK,! < (E m*)4(E wrw2)^ ciAr»i <7-5>
jez2 iez2 '-71 jez2 U[ jez2

Combining these two estimates with the previous one, gives

(/) < C lA ^ M A 'iiM A ^ I ,, .  (7.6)

O r as my officemate, Ralf W ittenberg pointed out, ju st observe th a t the derivative of the lhs is 
always less than  the derivative of the rhs and  the  inequality holds a t 0.
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We next turn to the second term in (7.2). The argument begins essentially the same 

as the last one

(ii) < c r  £  y . t o i w c d i i i i M i i r i + u r 1)
fc l+i=k

<  C t + ( E i i i w ) |A'"4 ! ' lL’ |AiclL’

Recalling the definition of C, we have

(II) < Cr|Ar+5e^ u |L2 [|Ary|L2|Ar+§z | L2 +  |Ar+1z|L2|Ar+^ | L2]

The term (III)  is handled in an analogous manner. The only wrinkle is the need to 

deal with an extra exponential factor. We do this by observing that, in light of the 

triangle inequality, eT̂  < er^er^ . Incorporating this implies that

a n )  < c t Y T ,  mwi&imi*!1 [i<r*+ur̂ 'e'i'i
ez2 i+j=k

(E e'm\Vi\) |Ar+5eTAz|l*|Ai<b + (E l'|eT|‘lW)|Ar+4e”'yMAklL*
fc€Z2 i+j=k

< Ct

Using a calculation identical to (7.4), one finds that for r  > 1, ^ e r^|vj| <
i

C'|ArerAu|L2 . Mirroring (7.5) produces ^ | I | c r^|z{| < C'|Ar+1erAz|L2 . Using these
i

and the definition of £ gives

( II I)  < Cr\Ar+*eTXv \L 2 [|ArerAy|L2|Ar+3erA2|L2 +  |Ar+1erAz|La|Ar+2erAy|L2]

Putting all three estimates together, finishes the proof of this item.

ii) This part was proven by Levermore and Oliver in a investigation of the great 

lake equations. They mentioned that the lemma would be useful in the study of the
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Navier-Stokes, so we are just following their lead.* The method of proof is very similar 

to the above since this lemma inspired the previous. There is just a trick using the 

incompressibility to reduce the number of derivatives. See [L097] Lemma 8. Also see 

[CF88]. ■

The last estimate of the next lemma is the goal of this section. It will be a 

consequence of the first four estimates in the lemma.

Corollary 7.2. In the setting of the above lemma,

|(ArerAB(u, z), ArerAu)La| < C|Aru£2|Ar+1z |L 2

+ Cr|Ar+5eTAu£2|Ar+5erAz|L2 

| (A.rerXB(z, z), ArerAu)L2 1 < C|Art/|L2|Ar+1z£2

+ CV|Ar+5erAt/|L2|Ar+§erAz|£2 

| (AreT/iB(z, v), ArerAv)L2 | < C|Aru£2|Arz | L2

+  C t  | Ar+* erAu|^  |ArerAz | L 2

|(ArerAB(z;,u), AreTAv)L*| <

+  C r | Ar+5 erAu | £ 2  |ArerAu | L 2

and hence

\(AreTAB (z + v ,z  + v), ArerAv)L2 1 < C|Arv£2 +  C|Ar+1z£2 +  i

+  C|Ar+*erAt/|£i [r|AreTAu | L2 + r|Ar+§erAz |L2 +  e r2|Ar+f erAz|^2] (7.7)

Proof. The corollary is obtained by recklessly combining all of the terms from the 

preceding estimates to produce a simpler estimate which is clearly an over estimate. 

However, this is of no real concern. The moment we split the solution into the 

tThe author thanks Prof. Levermore for bring his article to the author’s attention.
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linear solution z and the nonlinear remainder v, we were assured of not getting tight 

estimates.

The first four inequalities follow more or less directly from the previous lemma. 

The main observation is that we can replace the terms of the form 

r|Ar+ ̂ erAi/|I 2 |Aru|L2 |Ar+iz |L2 with r|Ar+2 erAt/|£2 |Ar+ierAz|i2 - This is in the same 

spirit as the Poincare inequality. Similarly, |Arn |i2 is dominated by |Ar+2 eTAu|L2. 

Repeating this a number of times, we arrive at the first four quoted inequalities.

The last estimate is obtained from the previous four by again combining and 

overestimating terms. The terms not containing r  can be bounded by C\fsTv\\ji +  

C \V z\l„  We simply use the Holder inequality to split them up. For example,

|Arv|£2 |Arz | | ,2  < §|Arv |^  +  ̂ |Arz|^2 . We then use a Poincare-like inequality to bound 

|Art/ | L 2 by |Ar+1u|L2 .

The only term that is handled slightly differently is the |(ArerA.8(z, z), AreTAv)i2 | 

bound. We want all occurrences of |Ar+5erAv|L2 to be squared. So we apply |a&| < 

Ce\a\2 +  i|6 |2 with 6 = 1 .  This produces

Cr|Ar+5erAt;|L2|Ar+5erAz£2 < C/r2e|Ar+ieTAvfc|Ar+ieTAz|J? + i

Combining all of these estimates, we can obtain a bound of the quoted form. ■

7.2.2 The Decay Estimate

As previously mentioned, our plan is to use the estimate of the previous section to 

control |ArerAv|£2.

To make use of the last estimate in Corollary 7.2, we will need to control |Ar+ierAz|L2 . 

We do so with the next lemma. However, first we fix our assumption on the noise by 

putting conditions on the Omstein-Uhlenbeck process z.

Condition 7.3. Consider the Omstein-Uhlenbeck process z. We assume that for
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some fixed r  > |  there exist deterministic constants /?, a. > 0, so that with probability 

one

e -0 \k \1+a
W ’ S lA - z f e - j j j s r -  (7.8)

Now for the promised lemma controlling |Ar+5eTAz|i,2.

Lemma 7.4. Assume z satisfies condition 7.3. Then for any r > 0

\kTeTKz\u  < |Arz£2 exp (c(a, /?)r1+« )

Proof. By condition 7.3,

|* r e T'*l|zfc|2 <  |Arz |^ eT|*l" ^ |l+“

T
If we maximize r|fc| — 0\k\1+a with respect to |fc|, we find |fc|a =  + a j ~ ^ uSShiS 

this in, gives the lemma. I

At last, we arrive at the principal result of this section.

Theorem 7.5. Fix a r > |  and assume condition 7.3 holds. Let gi(t) and g2 (t) be 

two functions such that for all t > to, |Aru(£)|L* < <7i(£) and |Ar+*z|L2 < Also

assume that for any T  > to, gi,g2  6 L°°(to, T; R). Then there exist two continuous 

stochastic processes, C(t,u>) and r(t,oj) such that for any t > to

M t) |2 <  (7-9)

In addition, over any finite segment of time not including to, t  is uniformly bounded 

away from zero almost surely and C(t, u j )  is uniformly bounded from above almost 

surely.
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Proof.

=  ^<A r+1e”V  Are %  +  ( A V '^ A V * ^ ,

=  ^ |A r+5 erAti|£, -  t'|Ar+IerAvb> -  (A V aB(z +  u,z + r), ArerAti)L,Qb

We split the term with the viscosity in two and use the Poincare inequality to drop 

one piece to order Ar and the other to order Ar+5. Then, we use Lemma 7.2 to arrive 

at

i ± |A V Av&  < —i W S f c  +  C|Ar»fc +  C \\r+lz \ l  + i
2  dt

4 - |Ar+2u|L2 ^  ^  +  r|A reTAu|La +  r|Ar+*erAz | L 2 +  £T2 |Ar+’eTAz|L2j

Oc ~h 1Setting a '  -------, we use lemma 7.4 to obtaina

i l l A V S g ,  < + C\Arv \ l  +  C|A’-+1z£J +  ±

+  \W+1'v \h %  ~  ^  + rC |A reTAu |L2 + re CT“'c |A r+5 2 | L2 at 2

+  ST2 e4cr“ C|Ar+iz |^

For the moment let us assume that we can pick dynamics for r  so that the term inside 

the square brackets is less than or equal to zero for all times and so that r (0) = 0. If
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this is true then we would be left with the following estimate for |Are u | £ 2,

|ArerA»(i)lL. <  |Ar» (0 )k e -5 ‘ +  ^ ( l - e ~ i ‘)

+ C  / ‘<r?<,->(|A ’»MlL> +  |A'+1*(*)fe)<i» (7.10)

<  [ft(t)]2S|A'„(0)|£,e-S‘ +  | ; ( l  -  <T*‘)

+ J  e"i(‘_,)(si(»)3 +92(s)3)<ls (7.11)

Given the assumptions on gx and <72, h is a very nice function which is defined for all 

times after zero. Notice that it does not depend on r  !

We return to r. Let us recall our requirements on r. In all of the estimates, we 

have assumed r  never goes negative. Secondly, we have assumed r(0) =  0. Thirdly, it 

must evolve in such a way that at all moments of time the following inequality holds.

^  -  V-  + rC|AreTAu | L2 +  re*^'C\Ar+* z \ h 2 + er2 e4cr“'c |A r+§z|k < 0 (7.12)

Since |ArerAi/(s) | L 2 < h(s) and |Ar+5 z |L 2 < gzis) the following would guarantee that 

(7.12) holds

^  ^  -  rCh(s) -  re"0 Cg2(s) -  r 2e4cr“ Cg2(s) 4  (7.13)

r(0) =  0 (7.14)

We need to check our requirements on r(t). Since r(0) =  0 , it is immediately driven

positive because £  dt
v

=  —. At all future times, it will remain positive because over 
t=o ^ If

any finite interval of time h(t) and g2(t) are bounded from above so the — term will 

prevent r  from being driven to zero. Furthermore, we see that r(t) is defined for all 

time. Since all of the terms with r  are negative a simple way to see that is to observe
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that r  is bounded from above by f  which evolves according to

%  -  \  -  fCg7(s) (7.15)

Let us summarize the logic. We have successfully shown that for all times bigger 

than zero, |ArerAv( £ ) |£ 2 is uniformly bounded on any finite time interval. Similarly, 

r(t) is uniformly bounded from above and below on any finite time interval. Hence, 

over any finite time interval we have uniform exponential decay of the spatial Fourier 

modes.

Rem ark: We could also deduce some information about the moments of r  and 

h. However, since in the long run we plan to replace this proof with a sim ilar one 

which does not employ the z /v  splitting, we refrain from doing so. ■

7.3 E xponentia l D ecay: “Second” P roof

We now try to obtain a better idea of the fine workings of the nonlinearity as seen 

from Fourier space. Our original motivation was to prove that the solution decayed 

exponentially in Fourier space at a rate which was deterministic. Though we did not 

succeed, we present the calculation anyway as it improved our understanding of the 

dynamics in Fourier space and may be useful for other purposes.

Since our object is to see what was going on, we reduce to the simplest setting. 

As in the last section, we will work on the torus. In addition, we will examine the 

vorticity equations since in two dimensions vorticity is a scalar. See section 2.7 for a 

discussion of the equations governing the vorticity. Lastly, we will assume that the 

noise is finite dimensional. In other words, all but a finite number of the a*’s are zero. 

Since we are interested in the decay, a “large k” property, we will work above the last 

mode which is forced. This eliminates any difficulties stemming from the stochastic
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calculus.*

7.3.1 Multi-Scale Decomposition

As in the last section, we begin by deriving a new estimate for the nonlinear term 

in the equation. We will perform a multi-scale decomposition of the nonlinearity 

contained in the vorticity equation. In other words, we will derive equations which 

describe the motion of successive bands in Fourier space. This decomposition is 

partly inspired by the Littlewood-Paley decomposition of a function or operator. 

The decomposition will be used in the next section to prove the exponential decay of 

the spatial Fourier modes. In fact, it is natural to consider two different nonlinearities 

which arise in the analysis of (2.10), namely ArB (w ,w )  and AreyAtB(w ,w) .  Letting 

y =  Are lAtw  and Bk(y,y)  =  {B (y ,y),e**'fc)|.2*, the second nonlinearity can be written 

in Fourier space as

  .  IjUr p-rrl/ltp-Trl/'lt
\k \ 'e™ ‘B t (w ,w )  = £  I U O j - L ; -e- - -, |T„- - y i y v  (7.16)

/,/'€Za I I I I
l+l'=k

By the triangle inequality, is greater or equal to e_7 M+^ t. As we are going

to derive an upper bound on the nonlinearity, we can safely neglect this ratio of 

exponentials. This gives

Z r M l W F ™ '  ( 7 - 1 7 )

l+l'=k

Notice if we define y  = Arw, this is exactly the first nonlinearity of interest. (Recall 

that in terms of Fourier modes, this means that t/* =  |fc|ru/fc.) Hence, we can analyze 

both nonlinearities simultaneously by considering a convolution of the general form

tit also highlights the fact that much of what we have done in the last two chapters applies 
equally well to an appropriate deterministic forcing.

tHere x  is the space variable over which the L2-norm integration is performed.
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of (7.17).
k • lxRecalling that T(l, I') = 2 ■ and therefore, by Cauchy-Schwartz, it is dominated

\k\by -j—  which produces
rl

| £ r ( u 0 ^ , yi, | < (£ j | ^ _ w l9 , , .  (7, 8)

l+l'=k l+l'=k

We will split the Fourier space Z2 into the dyadic annuli 'Dv =  [ j  (E Z2 : 2n < 

b'| < 2 ,J+1}.- Roughly, we decompose the convolution into the sum m ation over I 

contained in the low modes (those of order less than k), the middle modes (those 

of comparable order to k), and lastly the high modes (those of order greater than 

k). More precisely, if we fix k to be in Da, we split the summation into sum s on 

the sets ( J  Dp, Da_i U Da U Da+i, and "Dp. It is possible to deal with the
0<a-2 0>a+2

L2-norm of the vorticity restricted to the dyadic blocks. However, this would lead

to the consideration of a tri-linear form. By tracking the supremum of the Fourier

modes in a dyadic block, our exposition will be simplified yet yield equivalent results.
6

Thus, we define the notation =  max \yj\ and the norm hâ  =  We will
rj=a

write h with no subscripts to denote ho,oo-

We begin with the low modes. If \l\ is small compared to |k|, then (/'I is of 

comparable order to |fc|. To be exact, if I 6  'Dp with 0 < a  — 2 , then 2a~l < 

2Q—2/9+1 < \V\ < 2 Q+1 + 2 /?+1 < 2a+1. Thus, we can bound yi> by + y ^

Since I € 2>„ and k  € we have |y,| <  ym , j£L <
2 a —1 J
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Combining these estimates yields,

0< a - 2 leV g  11 1 1  0 < a -2  leV g
l+l'=k l+l'=k

<  2Q+1 (Va_1) + y (a) +  ?/(a+1)] y (0)
0 < a —2

< const 2 “ |V“-l) + y(a* +  2/(a+1)J ]T  ^ZT)

< const 2 ° jy(o 1} +  y(a) +  j/(“+1)J ho,a- 2  (7-19)

We treat the three middle dyadic blocks separately. Below 0  will stand for the 

index of any of the three middle blocks, that is to say a  — 1, a , or a +1. In all cases, 

using the same reasoning as before, we see that Z' is in [ Ĵ which yields
0'<ct+3

J S E lm ll t / , .1  <  const S 'g  j j p i j f p h l W  s  const [ - j , - ]  * »

< const [2?+1- 0]ryWho,a+3 (7.20)

l&Dg 
l+l’=k

for 0  =  a  — 1 , a , a + 1 . Observe that 2 Q + 1 - /3  equals 4,2, or 1  respectively.

Lastly, we turn our attention to the high modes. In this case, I and /' are of sim ilar  

size and much larger than {Ar|. Again by the same reason in g  as before, we see that
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I' e  D /j-i U *D/3 U T>0+1 and that

E mr+inrlrllftllwl- E E 0/J(r+1)2̂-1)r
0>a+2 l&Dg 11 1 1  P>a+2 leDg

l+l'=k l+l’=k

< Y l  2 (r+1)(a+1- ^ [ 2/ ^ - l)+ y W)H-yw+1)] ^ y03)

0> a+ 2 leDg
l+l'=k

2(/3-l)r

< const ^  * 1 [yW D +yW +y^+ D j
0>a+2

< const ha+ly

4 P y V )

2 (^-l)r

E [2/9-/̂kXO L3>a+2

1 p 1 ym
( a + l ) J  1) (7.21)

Combining estimates on the nonlinear term from (7.21), (7.20), and (7.19), we 

have the next two estimates collected in a lemma.

Lemma 7.6.

max |Ar|re7 |fc|t|Bfc(ty,iw)| ^ C ^ h o ^ l y 1L

+ C2ho,a+3 [4ry<“- l> +  2ry(a) +  y(Q~L)]

+ Czha+i'Qo ^  
0>a+2

1

2 0 - ( a + l )
r + 1  y™

2r03-i) (7.22)

where yM =  max |fe|re7 *̂t |u;fc| and ha$ =  ^ 4 ’7y(T,) • Similarly
tj=a

jEnax|fcr|Bfc(w,tt;)| <C’12“ho,«-2 [y^"1* +  y(a) +  y(“+1)Jfc€®a ]
+ C2 ho,a + 3  [4ry(o- l) +  2ry(Q) +  y ^ ]

+ Czha+i ,o° y  ^
0 > a + 2

2 / 3 - ( a + l )

r + 1  y(/3)
21-03-1) (7.23)

ti/hene y ^  =  max |A:|r |iyfc| and hâ  = V '4T,y(̂ .fc€D- ^tj=a
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7.3.2 The Decay Estimate

Using the estimates from the preceding section, we will show that the solutions to 

(2.5) decay exponentially. We prove

Theorem  7.7. Assume the stochastic forcing contains only a finite number of modes. 

( All but a finite number of the o* are zero.) Fix a r >  0. Assume that there exist 

positive a constant E+ such that sup V '4“ max |A:|r |u;fc(s)| < E+ for some fixed t
s e [ t , t+ T ]  a > 0

and T  > 1. Then there exist constants a-o and K q  depending on E+ and u  such that 

for all s € [f ■+ 1, t +  T\ and all k €  Z2 with |A:| > 2 a o + 1

•“ *WI -  (724>

Before starting the proof, it is worth noting that we can control ^  max |A:|r |i£;fc(s)|
q4q * 6 ® “

with more standard objects. In two dimensions with e > 1 , from above we have

^ 4 a mmc|fc|r K |  < X )  S  ’ M
a  a  k e V a  1*1 *

* (Ep^V fe  E Ŵ KI2)’ <
\  a  /  \  a  fc6®a  /

Prom below we have

5 > “ m ax|*rH | > > Y .  |^fl*r|to»>la

> inf 7— 7  |fc|r |^fc| 2 > ^7  ^ L2 > \w\&j,Wj 0̂ \wj\ -  H L2 -  1 IL

Proof. Our plan of attack is to make the change of variable y = AreyAtw  discussed 

in the last section. Then use the multi-scale decomposition to write a differential 

inequality controlling hoo,oo(£) =  ^  4ay(a)(£). Our goal is to prove that the spatial
Ct>QO
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Fourier modes are decaying exponentially fast at some time after the initial time. We 

will accomplish this by controlling the norm. It is sufficient to show that »  

is bounded by some constant C  at a time T. In fact, we see that if

, . C  4Ce7T|fcl
hao,oo(T) < C  then y{a)(T) < — Va and K |  < ^ r4lln2fcJ VAr (7.25)

We start by writing the evolution equation for yk = |A:|re7 ,fc,ttt;ifc. Recall that 

throughout this section we assume that the noise is finite dimensional, that is it 

contains only a finite number of active modes. Thus, there exists a wave number 

£fter which wk is no longer directly forced by the noise. It feels the effect of the noise 

only because the nonlinearity couples it to the lower modes which are directly forced. 

For a mode which is not directly forced, we derive an equation for the evolution of yk 

by multiplying (2 .1 0 ) by |fc[re7,fc|t, obtaining

\k \Tf\k\t<tok =  _ u\k \2 +rei\ k\tWk + \k\rel\k\tBk{W^w) 
at

If we assume k € 2)Q and since =  7 |fc|r+le7 ,fc,tu/* + |Ar|re7,fc,t̂ ^ ,  wetdwk 
dt

obtain

^  (|Ar|re7 |fc|tu;fc)  =  (~v\h\2 +  7 |fc|) |fc|re7 |fc|tu/fc +  \h\re fWtBk(w, w)

< (-i/4 a +  7 2 a+l)  |fc|re7 |fc|tu;fc +  F({y(/J)»

Here F ({y^}) is the estimate from lemma 7.6. This inequality is true for any mode 

in the dyadic block Da. So in particular it is true for the one with maximum absolute
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value. Hence, we obtain

^  < -  U4a ( l  -  -  j y  yW +  C12Qh0 .a-2 [y(a' x) +  y(a) +  y(a+1)]

+  (72/10,0+3 [4ry(Q- x) +  2ry(a) +

v -  T l l r + 1  y(0)
+  C,3/la+ijoo 2 J  2^-(a+l) OrOJ-1) (7.26)

0>a+2 L J

We will derive an equation for *̂**°’”  valid for any a 0  above the last mode directlyQv
forced. Then we will see that for large enough ao the systems has the properties

needed for our analysis. This freedom of moving ao is the main advantage of this

analysis over the global norms of the previous sections.

Rather than analysis directly . We will derive a bound for ^ ° ° ,ai whereat at
cti = ao + N  for some arbitrary N. The bound we will obtain will be independent

of our choice of N  and thus it will hold in the limit at N  —*■ 0 0 . Namely, it will hold

for — One should think of ai as our cut-off at infinity; thus, we will write h for at
/&0,ai-

Letting /(a )  = ^1 — ) ’ we mufciply (7 26) by 4a and sum for a > a0.

a>ao ai>t»>ao

2 / 3 - ( a + l )
Q i>a>Q o a i> 0 > a + 2  L

r+1 v wy (7.27)

The lact term can be resumed to take the form of the term before it.

<*1 >a>oo 0>a+2
y  «■ y  1 . r ljg_<y v* 2L, 20-(a+1'> 2r&-v -  JL,ot>Qo 01 >0>a+2

2 /9 - ( a + l )

r+ 1 4PyV)  

2r(0-»

^  c (r ) 5Z  4/,»w  (?-28)
Qi>/3>ao+2

The coefficient C(r) depends only on r  and not a0. In light of this, we rewrite (7.27)
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with new constants giving

^ Z ) 4“ [ ~ ^ af ^ ) y (a) + h T { C ^ a- x) +  C0y (a) + Cxy ^ ) ]dt

< h2ao4aoC -1y la° -1) -  ^  uAaf{a ) -  h2?(C0 +  2 C_r +  1 4ay(a)

(7.29)

By assumption, we have a uniform bound over the interval of time [0 , 1] on 

y >  max |fc|r |u;fc|, which we denote by E+. The means that h(0) < E+. Since
a  k&Da

we have truncated all sums at cti, we know h(t) is finite for all times [0 , 1 ] because

h(t) < E+e72*11. Thus, there exist a time Tx, 0 < Tx < 1 so that h(t) < 2E+ for

all t G [0,Ti]. Eventually we will show that Tx does not depend on our cutt-off a j. 

However, initially we do not know this.

Pick a ux 6  (0 , u). There exists a ato-it so that for all a  > ctcrit, u4af(a )  —

2E+2aC > ux4a. Hence for a 0  > ctcriti

< h2aoC 'y ^ - l) -  i/14aohQo,ai (7.30)

E ,e 72°°‘By thinking of the worst situation possible, we see that y(a°~^(t) < — -------. Using
4“° — 1

this along with the assumption that h(t) < 2E+ on [0, 7\] produces

dh,
< 2E+2°°4C'E+er**ot -

< C "E l¥*e1*,ot -  ux4 ^ h ^ ax

(7.31)

(7.32)

Up to this point 7  has been free; we now tie it to a 0  by setting 7  =  - —. Factoring
2° °

out a i/i4Qo, we have

(7.33)
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are both less than 1 . This

shows that hao,ai is bounded by 1  on the interval [0 , 7\] assuming that our assumption 

h(t) < 2E+ also holds on the same interval- In addition, provided that T\ does not go 

to zero as N  (ai =  cto+N) goes to infinity; we would know that h^ooit) was bounded 

by 1 on the interval [0,7\]. We now show that 7\ can be chosen so h(t) < 2E+ holds 

on [0,7\] and 7\ independent of N.

First observe that our restrictions on oto have made no reference to Qi and hence no 

reference to the order of the Galerkin approximation. Next notice that the following 

estimate holds.

For t e  [0,7\], we know hoo,oo(*) is bounded by hQ0 tOO(0) which we have forced to be 

less than 1 by our choice of ao- This means that for t 6  [0,7\],

We want to pick a 7\ to insure that h(t) < 2E+ on [0,7\]. Without loss of generahty,

needed properties which is independent of the level of Galerkin truncation.

Thus hoQ'Oa does not blow up on the interval [0,7\]. Using the fact that ha0iOO is 

bounded at time 7\, we have shown that for a  such that a > ao, y ^ (T i)  < The

To highlight where we lost our bid for an absolute decay rate, we dig back into 

the preceding analysis. The Decay rate is jT i. Both 7  and T\ both depended on E+ 

which varies with time. Thus we are unable to pick a constant decay rate. One of

hit) < E+e‘ + Aoo.oo (7.34)

h(t) < E+el + 1 . (7.35)

2  jg  y
we can assume E+ > Taking T\ = min(log — ^ -----, 1) produces a Ti with the

E+

constants C and ao depend only on E+, and u.

the problems was our choice of 7  =  2 This was partially do to our bounding
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E+e12̂ 01
of ?/(Qo-1)(£) by . This is truly a worst case scenario. It used no decay

information about the t / “°-1)(£). After completing the theorem, we now know that 

the spectrum is exponentially decaying. Using this information, this estimate can 

be improved and 7  raised. The question is how far. If one could bootstrap to a 7  

independent of and E+ this would be very interesting. This line of inquiry is currently 

under investigation.
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C hapter 8

Conclusion

This thesis does not purport to be the last word in this story. The results here do 

not answer some of the fundamental questions of interest: Is there a unique invariant 

measure at any viscosity ? What is the spectral structure of the solutions in the 

stationary regime ? Can one make any statements about the almost sure spatial 

structure in real space ? Yet the author believes that the results presented here will 

lay the foundation for such investigations. We recapitulate. We derived bounds on the 

expectation of various spatial Sobolev norms. Then using these bounds, we showed 

how to control the time needed for the enstrophy to average. The time average of 

the enstrophy was shown to be the critical quantity needed to prove that the time 

evolution was contractive in nature. In the high viscosity setting, this led to a unique 

stationary solution which attracted the dynamics starting from any initial data. For 

any viscosity, we showed that the high mode dynamics were contractive. Because of 

this, the system can be viewed as a finite dim ensional system with the low modes as a 

state space given the caveat that one needs the entire low mode and noise history from 

the present back to minus infinity to specify the current state. Lastly, we proved a 

result showing that if the noise is spatially smooth enough, the spatial Fourier modes 

decay exponentially. These last two results should make some of the bigger questions
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tractable as they reduce the system to an essentially finite dimensional system where 

the probability theory is considerably easier.

Finally, these results can be extended in two directions. As written the proofs on 

the contractive nature of the flow apply equally well to deterministic forcing which 

has well behaved time averages. In particular, forcing created by extracting a few 

modes from a particular trajectory would satisfy the requirements. Secondly, one can 

make similar statements about various other dissipative stochastic PDEs. In each 

setting, a replacement for the energy and contraction estimates is needed. However, 

these usually exist already and can be extracted from the existence and uniqueness 

proof for the equations in question.
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A ppendix A

Various Probabilistic E stim ates

This appendix contains an assortment of probabilistic estimates needed elsewhere in 

the thesis. Some of the results are classical theorems. These are restated without 

proof for the reader’s convenience and to fix notation. Others are an integral part 

of this work, placed here because they are not limited to the specific context of 

the stochastic Navier-Stokes equation, but are purely probabilistic in nature. The 

bounding lemmas in particular are the workhorses which produce the averaging and 

bounding results contained in the body of the thesis.

A .l  Sim ple B ounding Lem m as

Let {An} be a sequence of real random variables indexed by n. Let /  : Z+ —*■ R+. 

Define the random variable T60und({An}, f ,u )  to be the smallest positive integer such 

that for almost every w, if

m > TtounddXn}, f , u )  then |Am(u/)| < f{m) .

In words, ^^^({A n}, /)  is the earliest time so that for all future times m, f(m) > 

X m. For a single random variable A  define TkmruKA, / , u) =  sup{n : |A | > /(n)}.
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Lemma A .I. (Bounding Lemma) Assume that

E\Xn\p < Cnr

for some p, C > 0 andr > 0 .B y  Chebyshev’s inequality, this assumption is equivalent 

to demanding that

6, - CPOX»| > en6) < n p s - r ep

for some e,5 ,p,C>0 and r  > 0. In either case:

i) I f p 6 > l  + r then Ttound{{Xn}, en?) < oo a.s. .

ii) E[T6tmmf({A'n}, ens)q] is finite for q e (Q,p6 -  (I + r) ).

P R O O F : In light of Chebyshev’s inequality, the sum ^ P (|X „ | > ens) is finite. Thus
n

by the first Borel-Cantelli Lemma (lemma A.8 ), there exists a random variable n*(u/), 

which is almost surely finite, such that if

m > n* then |Xn| > en3 a.s. .

To prove the second statement, we observe that

OO OO

E(n*)« =  ^ 2 rc»P(n* =  n) < ^ n qF(\Xn\ > ens) (A.l)
n —1 n = l

-  51 ePr,p6-(r+q) ’ (A ‘2 )
71= 1

The first estimate hinges on the fact that n* was the smallest integer such that for 

all greater integers n, |Xn| < ens. To conclude, note that the final sum converges if

P$ ~  (r  +  q) > 1- D

The following two corollaries are a specialization of the above lemma.
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C orollary A .2. Given a family of random variables {Y^} which is stationary and 

for which E|Y ,̂|P is finite.

i) I f  5 > i  then Tbound({Yn}, ens) is finite almost surely.

ii) I fq  e  (0,6p -  1) then E{ r 6ottfld({Y;}, en8)q] is finite.

m y  Ip
P r o o f : By Chebyshev’s inequality and stationarity, P(|Y^| > ens) < ~
E|Yolp 6 -r . This estimate satisfies the conditions of the above lemma with r  =  0. The(PnP6
conclusion follows from the lemma. □

C orollary A .3. Let X  be a random variable such that E |X |P is finite.

i) I f  5 > i  then Tf)0tmc[(X, ens) is finite almost surely.

ii) Ifq  € (0, Sp — 1) then E{ Tbmtnd(X, en5)9} is finite.

P r o o f : This is just a specialization of the above corollary. □

A .2 M axim al E stim ates

Theorem  A .4. (Burkholder-Davis-Gundy) LetX(t) be a local martingale w ithX {0) = 

0. For any 0 < p < oo, there exist constants 0 < c, C < oo such that

cE{[X ,X \( t )Yn  < E{ sup X (s)}p < CE{[X,X](t) } p /2  .
0<S<£

Proof. See [Dur96, Pro90]. ■

First, we recall the classical IP Maximal Inequality (see [Pro90] or [Dur91]). For 

comparison to the next lemma, we include the application of Chebyshev’s inequality.
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Theorem  A .5. (Doob IP Maximal + Chebyshev’s Inequality) I f  Mt is a martingale 

and p > 1  then

B{| Aft |*}
eP

Our “Backwards Maximal Inequality” takes essentially the same form.

Lemma A .6 . (Backwards Maximal Inequality) Let M(t, T) be a process of the form  

(f(s),dW(s)}jjt such that for fixed t it is a martingale in the variable T. Then 

we have the'following analog of the martingale Lp Maximal inequality combined with 

Chebyshev’s inequality when T  is considered fixed and t taken less than T. For fixed 

T, we write Mt for M(t,T).

Forp > 1 ,

E|Aft |»
ePp (  sup |Afa| > e ) < 2p [l +  ( - 2 - -)p 

\t<s<T J L P ~  1

Proof Observe that

M' “  /  =  r< JW '< W (o ))u  -  f \ f (< r ) ,d W (a ))v & Mt -  M.

for t < s. Note that by assumption Ms is a martingale so we can use the normal Lp 

Maximal inequality to control it. Prom the definition of Mt, we see that \Mt\ < |
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and sup£<a<T \Ma\ < § implies that sup£<s<T |Afs| < e, then

p (  sup \Ma\ > e ) < p ( \M t\ > % or sup \Ma\ >
\ t < a < T  J  \  & t< a < T

<  p ( |M ,| >  + p ( (| u | r |M ,| >

£P V P - 1  /  £p

The author-thanks Prof. E. Cmlar for insight which simplified the original proof of 

this lemma. ■

A .3 Integral B ounding Lem m a

Let M(tu t2) =  f  {g(s),dW(s))h2 = [  ^29k(s)(TkdPk(s). Here gk(s) =  (p(s),efc)L2 . 
J t i  J t x k

We assume g is stochastic process such that

for some positive function f , p >  nsP  , and 8 > 5 .
2d  — 1

Lemma A.7. (Integral Bounding Lemma) In the above setting, fix an e > 0 and a 

time to-

i) I f M(to, t) is defined for all t > to then there exists a positive random integer 

time ~f?(e, to) such that for all t > tQ

\M(to, t)| < ef(r)TS where r  =  7? A (t — to) .

In addition, E("r?(£i)9) < 0 0  for q 6  (0,p(25 — 1 ) — 0).

1 2 2

I
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ii) I f M (t, to) is defined for all t  < t0 then there exists a negative random integer

time *n(£, t0) such that for all t  < t0

\M(t,t0)\ < ef(r)TS where r  = |*rT| A \t — f0| .

In addition, E(|^rr(ii)|9) < oo forq  € (0,p(2S — 1 ) — 0).

Proof. We do the forward in time version first. By the LP maximal inequality for

martingales followed by the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality (see p. 1 2 1 ), we 

have

p Css.|M(s-to)l" ent - m  - h)t) -
E([M, M](t0 ,t)p)

“  £*Pf{t -  t0)*P(t -  t0)2P

Next, we use Holder to estimate the quadratic variation of M.

=  ( j f ' Y ; g o l d s ' ]  <  <7̂

^  0 % a x(t  1 -  to )11- 1 f  \ M f e d s  
Jto

Hence, by assumption,

P (  . p ( \M{s, to), > ./(*  -  * )(. -  <»)‘)  <

< C(P)
~ e2p -  £0|2p<J~/3-(p-1)

If p > 2^ r  and o' > | ,  the above probabihties are sumable for t  € Z+. Hence the 

Bounding Lemma (lemma A .l), gives that ~f?(to) is almost surely finite and that 

ECrt(fo)9) < oo for q € (0,p(2<5 -  1 ) — /?).
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The backward version is identical except that we use the Backwards Maximal 

Inequality (lemma A.6 ) instead of the IP Maximal Maximal inequality (theorem A.5).

■

A .4  T w o Standard  B asic Lem m as

The following lemma is fundamental to our investigations. We use it explicitly in 

a number of proofs and it is hidden in the background in others. It is the basic 

way of turning statements that some sequence is increasingly unlikely to happen into 

statements that only a finite number of the events happen almost surely.

Lem m a A .8 . (First Borel-Cantelli) Let {An} be a sequence of events on a probability 

space (fi, 3r, / PP) with 53 P(A«) < oo. Let by A = {u : there exist an infinite sequence 

ni =  ni(cj) such that uj e  A^ }. In other words, A is the event that an infinite num

ber of the An happens. Then P(A) =  0.

Proof. See [Sin92] lecture 12 (or any other basic probability book [Dur91, Bil95|). ■

Lastly, we recall the fundamental tool to estimate how likely an event is by knowing 

its moments.

Lem m a A .9. (Markov-Chebyshev) On a probability space (fl, P), for any random 

variable X ,

n m  > «) < i e (m ‘)

Proof. See any basic probability book. For instance [Bil95, Dur91]. ■
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A ppendix B

Various P D E  Estim ates

This appendix contains an assortment of basic results and estimates collected from 

elsewhere. For the most part the proofs are not given. Occasionally a brief sketch is 

given; a reference is always noted.

B .l  E stim ates for B ( u , v )
Lem m a B .l. i) For any u,v,w € D(A) and a 6  [0,1),

! ( £ ( * , « / ) , <  C |i;|& |A t;|t“|Ati;|L.|tt|£ ,|A tt|ta (B.l)

in particular

|(-B(u,u/),u)La| < 7o5 M£|Avi£2 |Au/|L2|u|£2 |Aii|£2. (B.2)

ii) For all u 6  D{A) and v £ D(A2),

IB ( u , v ) \ L 2 + \B{v,u)\u < C 7|A «|l.|A w ||A 2v|£,
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f o r a  €  [0,1).

Hi) For Oi > 0 such that > 1  if  ay =  1 for some j  or ^ a *  — * if 1 for
i  i

all j .

|(i?(u,v),w)\*\ < lA^tllLalA^vlLalA^wlLa (B.3)

i v )

( B ( u , v ) , w ) h 2  =  - { B ( u , w ) , v ) h 2

Proof For item one, see almost any reference. The first two can be found in [Tem8 8 ] 

p. 114 and p. 118 (section 3.1 and 3.2 in chapter 3). The first three are specializations 

of the general estimate in proposition 6 . 1  of [CF8 8 ]. The last follows from integration 

by parts and the incompressibility condition. For the details see [Tem95] page 163, 

lemma 1.3. ■

Lemm a B.2. For m > 1 ,

Proof For the bounded domain versions see [GM85] lemma 3.3. For T2, see [CF8 8 ] 

lemma 10.4. ■

Lem m a B.3. Assume we are on T2. For any e > 0 and I > 1 ,

K A V B (U,u )M  <  ^|A'+I« &  +  V |A « |g ,+,) (B.4)

Proof See [Tem95] chapter 4, equation (4.10) for the three dimensional version. The 

two dimensional version is identical except that the exponents from the Sobolev em

bedding theorem are different. ■
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Lemma B.4. (Giga and Miyakawa) For 8 € [0,2), there exists a constant C(8,a,/3) 

such that

v)| < C\K*u\\A?v\ Yu € D(Aa),v e  D{A0)

provided that a  > 0 , 0 > 0, 5 + a + 0  > 2 and 5 + 0  > 1 .

Proof. See lemma 2.2 in [GM85]. ■

The following two lemmas  are concerned with how the non-linearity behaves on 

a convergent sequence. This is used to prove properties of limits of solutions. For 

a discussion of these issues see [Tem79] chapter 2 section one and chapter three and 

{Lio69] chapter one section 6 .

Lemma B.5. The trilinear form (B(u,v),w)i? is continuous on H1 x H 1 x H1.

Proof. See [Lio69] section 1.6 or [Tem79] section 2.1 or just look at the inequalities 

above which show it. ■

Lemma B.6. Ifun converges to u weakly in M1 and strongly in L2 then (B(tin, tin), 4>)i? 

converges to (B(u , u), 0 ) L2 for all <f> € V .t

Proof. See [Tem79] section 2.1. ■

Lemma B.7. Let {un(£)} be a sequence of solutions to the SNS which converge to

u(t) in L°°([ti,t2];L2). Furthermore assume that for all n, sup (AxXn(t)jL2 < K
tefti.ta]

where K  is some fixed constant. Then u{t) is a solution to the SNS equation.

* Recall that V  was our space of C°°, divergence free test functions supported on the domain as 
defined in section 2.2.
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Proof. This is essentially in [Tem79] section 2. u(t) would be a weak solution if for 

any test function 0 E V

(u(t),<£)La+  f  (u(s),A 2< )̂lic(s -  f  (B (u(s),u(s)),0 )L2ds
Jto Jto

= (u(to), <t>)u +  {Wit) -  W (t0), 0 )l2

Since |Au( £ ) |L2 < K,  we see that the tin converge weakly to u in H1 . Thus by B.6 , the 

nonlinear term converges. By the Cauchy-Riemann inequality each of the linear terms 

will converge. For example |{ti(s)n, \ 2<t>)\? — {u(s), A V )l2I =  |(u(s)n—u(s), A2̂ )L2| < 

|u(s)n — u(s)|l2 |A2 0 |l 2 —*■ 0. So u(t) is a weak solution. But since ti(£) is in H1, it is 

also a strong solution. H

B .2  Backw ards U niqueness Lem m a

Suppose we have a function w E L°°^0, T;Z)(A)^ (1  L2  ̂ 0, T ; D(A2)^ , which satisfies

+ AM t )  = Ht,w(t)). te(0,r). (B.5)

where h : (0, T) x D(A) —► L2 satisfies the estimate |/i(£, u>(£))| < fc(£)|Au;(£)| for a.e. 

t E (0, T) with k E £ 2 (0, T).

Lem m a B.8 . (Temam) I f w(t) is as described above and w(s) = 0 for some s E 

(0, T) then wit) =  0 for all t E [0,T\.

Proof. This is just a specialization of Lemma 6 . 2  in [Tem8 8 ]. H
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B .3  In terpolation  R esu lts

Lemma B.9. (Basic Sobolev Interpolation) For any 0 < si < s < s? and u 6

|A * u b  <  C |A "« |{? * |A * H .|&  •

£    £ ^

a = ---------. C is an absolute positive constant which depends only on the domainSi — Si
and arises because we are using the norm |A^u|l3 instead of the standard Sobolev 

norms.

Proof. See any book on interpolation of functional spaces. For instance [BL76]. ■

Lemma B.10.

E {|A u|g} < C (e { |A U|M *£T  } ) 2<1 *’ { |A2u |l i} )

Proof. During the proof C will be an ever shifting generic, positive constant. Using 

lemma B.10, we see that

|Au|L 2 <  CM£2 |A2it |£ 2

We split |Aii|£i into two parts and replace one with this bound. Then we use the 

Holder inequality to split into two expectations with the requirement that  ̂  ̂=  1.

(They are after all just integrals.) Note that pulling something out of an expectation 

using the “L°°” norm does not really make sense so we also require that i  and  ̂ are
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strictly between 0  and 1 . Executing this chain of reasoning gives,

E {I A«|g } =  E { | A«|g4| A«|g11- <)} 

<C T5{m «|A 2u|« |A u |£ (1-4)} 

< C  ( e { |« |^ |A « [^ <1- 4»’} ) '  (E{|A*«|g**})i

Here 8 is constrained to be in [0,1], We want 4e(l — 8)p =  2, 28eq =  2, and  ̂+ A =  1 . 

Solving for 8 and then  ̂ and i, yields 8 =   ̂=  2e — 1, and £ =  2 ( 1  — e). Since

i  € (0 , 1 ) we get that e E (A, 1 ). Checking all other constrains, we find this to be the 

only binding one. Writing everything in terms of e produces the desired result. ■
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